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Editorial
The feedback that we received on the ﬁrst issue of OBR has been very
encouraging. This has emboldened us to strengthen the contents of the second
issue – both in quan ty and quality. This me we have two papers under the
'Perspec ve' sec on and two papers in the general sec on. We have three
cases and two book-reviews in the respec ve sec ons.
One of the papers in the 'perspec ve' sec on is a paper on emerging scenario of
the quality management system by David Hoyle. Hoyle gives cri cal insights
into the Quality Management Systems. Another perspec ve paper, wri en by
James E van den Heeaver looks at the new version of the South African
Excellence Model (SAEMXIII). In the regular sec on of papers we have included
a paper by Robin Raj and Rasanand Panda which examines the evolu on of the
Greek crisis and what it entails to Greece, Europe and rest of the world. In
another paper Bala Bhaskaran explores the contours of mission Make-in-India
to understand the managerial challenges of making the program a reality.
The case 'Designmate' examines the evolu on of a ﬁrm that learned to
capitalize on the innate strengths inherent among the diﬀerently abled people
into compe ve assets of the organiza on. The second case, Grameen Bank'
explores the growth and development of Grameen Bank of Bangladesh into a
unique and powerful ins tu on that addresses the problems of the people at
the bo om of the pyramid. The third case is set around the problem of
managing the logis cs in managing the exams ina mul -campus educa onal
ins tu on.
The Book-review sec on has two books under review. Tejas Shah has reviewed
'Frugal Innova on' ( by Navi Radju and Jaideep Prabhu ). While apprecia ng the
a empts of the authors to unravel the alchemy of innova on, the reviewer
observes that the authors had restricted their research to the innova ons
carried out by MNCs in the ﬁrst world while far more impact-making
innova ons have been happening in the third world. With examples the
reviewer concludes that the research of the authors is incomplete without
studying these. Yasmeen Pathan, who has reviewed 'Crea vity Inc' (by Ed
Catmull and Amy Wallace), concludes that what was billed to be a chronicle of
Ed Catmulls' professional experience has turned out to be an eloquent trea se
on ins tu on building in the knowledge era. Both books are from the domain of
innova on and together they oﬀer a rich fare for the intellectually inquisi ve
mind.
All in all, we do hope you would enjoy this issue of OBR. Do tell us what you feel.

Bala Bhaskaran
edit.obr@oakbrook.ac.in
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Perspec ve
Quality Management System: Emerging Scenario
David Hoyle

Writer and coach in quality management, Monmouth, Wales, UK
What’s in a name? That which we call a rose, by any other name would smell as sweet:
Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet (1600)

Abstract
Quality management systems may bear the name 'system' but what properties would they need to exhibit to qualify as a system
and what kind of systems are they? In this paper I attempt to answer these questions using the latest edition of ISO 9001 and the
views of systems scientists and set out to nd a match, revealing gaps and inconsistencies along the way.

What is a system?
The word system is used in an increasing variety of ways to
express ideas in diﬀerent contexts. In the Oxford English
Dic onary and the Merriam-Webster Dic onary it appears
there are two basic uses of the word system (a) a connected
group of objects forming a complex whole and (b) an orderly
way of doing something and it is this dis nc on that creates
communica on problems because when the term system is
used, it may not be clear whether it is being used in sense (a) or
sense (b).
When using the word system in sense (a) the emphasis is on
systema cally applying codiﬁed methods of work to produce
the desired results, but when using it in sense (b) the emphasis
is on the systemic way en es interact to produce results. e.g. a
gardener uses a systemic weed killer to kill every part of the
plant because all its parts are interconnected and he proceeds
to apply the weed killer systema cally to all the weeds in the
garden.
It was from the study of complexity in the natural world that
contemporary systems theory developed in the 1950s and since
then the body of knowledge has grown signiﬁcantly.
Unfortunately there is no common deﬁni on of the word
system as each writer on the subject tends to deﬁne the term in
their own way. However a comprehensive deﬁni on of a system
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when used in sense (a) comes from a book published in
associa on with The Open University(Carter, Mar n, Mayblin ,
& Munday, 1983)
System - A recognisable whole which consists of a set of
interdependent parts. More speciﬁcally:
a)

A system is an assembly of components connected
together in an organised way.
b) The components are aﬀected by being in the system
and the behaviour of the system is changed if they
leave.
c) This assembly of components does something.
d) This assembly as a whole has been
iden ﬁed by someone who is
interested in it (e.g. the agent, the
client or the problem owner)
Systemic vs Systema c
Systema c means doing things in an orderly way, following
a method, whereas systemic is not at all about the way
things are done but about the interconnectedness
amongst en es and the eﬀect that has on the whole.

The deﬁni on in ISO 9000:2000(see text box) remains extant
in 2015 but provides no further insight into the nature of
systemsunlike the above and as a result permits the term
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system in ISO 9001 to be used in bothsense (a) and sense (b).
Feigenbaum deﬁned a quality system as “the network of
administra ve and technical procedures required to produce
and deliver a product of speciﬁed quality standards”
(Feigenbaum, 1961) which appears to be using the word system

ISO Deﬁni on of a system
A set of interrelated or interac ng elements (ISO
9000, 2000)
in the sense of being systema c rather than systemic as deﬁned
by Carter et al.

The nature of systems
As stated above, the ISO 9000 deﬁni on of the term system
provides li le insight into the nature of systems. In ISO
9000:2000 the systems approach was included among the
quality management principles on which ISO 9001 is based but
in a bewildering development for the 2015 revision, this
principle has been withdrawn when it should have been
revised.
Systems possess diﬀerent proper es depending on their type
but all systems will have a boundary and a purpose or func on,
comprise elements, interconnec ons and structure and have
emergence whereby the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts. We will now explain each of these proper es and
determine how they are exhibited in a QMS.

Boundary
Meadows observes that systems rarely have real boundaries,
there is no real boundary between the exhaust of an automobile
and one's nose. There are only boundaries of word, thought,
percep on, and social agreement— ar ﬁcial, mental-model
boundaries (Meadows, 2008). A boundary is a convenience. A
boundary can be deﬁned as separa ng a system from its
environment (Stacey, 2010). A system is a whole therefore when
we draw the boundary we encircle a whole and not a bunch of
unconnected parts and if we move the boundary we create a
diﬀerent system. Where to draw the boundary around a system
depends on the purpose of the discussion (Meadows, 2008) and
in terms of a QMS we have a dilemma, whether the purpose of
discussion is to capture the set of interconnected elements that
“consistently provide products and services that meet customer
and applicable legal requirements and enhance customer
sa sfac on”as per the requirements or whether the purpose of
discussion is to capture the set of interconnected elements that
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establish the quality policy, the quality objec ves, and the
processes for achieving those objec ves as per the deﬁni on.
However, ISO 9001:2015 indirectly requires the QMS to include
everything that “aﬀects the ability of the organiza on to ensure
the conformity of its products and services and the
enhancement of customer sa sfac on” implying
environmental, health, safety or ﬁnancial issues that can aﬀect
product or service quality should be included. But once again
we have a dilemma because there is a statement in clause 0.4
that the standard does not include requirements speciﬁc to
other management systems, such as those for environmental
management, occupa onal health and safety management, or
ﬁnancial management. This could therefore be interpreted as
ruling out of scope environmental, health, safety or ﬁnancial
issues that can aﬀect product or service quality.

System purpose or func on
Systems do not necessarily have a purpose, i.e. a reason for
existence but they do have a func on i.e. what they do. The
best way to deduce the system's purpose is to watch for a while
to see how the system behaves (Meadows, 2008). A car braking
system exists to enable a driver to stop the car, and the func on
of the respiratory system is to enable our bodies to take in
oxygen. In both these cases the systems are purposive rather
than purposeful as neither is equipped with the ability to act
independently. Both the car braking system and the respiratory
system require a brain to ac vate them.

Purposive and Purposeful
The term purposeful refers to thecapacity of a
system to determine its own purpose(purpose
with choice), whereas the term purposive refers to
the capacity of a system to pursue a pre-set goal
withou he ability to change it (purpose without
choice) (Carter, Mar n, Mayblin , & Munday, 1983)
A quality management system (QMS) has been iden ﬁed by ISO
as a system of par cular interest but ISO 9001:2015 fails to tell
us unequivocally what the purpose of it is. We can deduce from
the introduc on to ISO 9001:2015 that its purpose could be:
Ÿ

To enable an organiza on to consistently provide
products and services that meet customer and
applicable legal requirements and enhance
customer sa sfac on, implying it's
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Ÿ

purposive and therefore a tool of management;
To consistently provide products and services
etc.,implying it's a purposeful goal seeking system.

But when we reach clause 1 we are led in a diﬀerent direc on to
deduce that the purpose of a QMS is:
Ÿ

To demonstrate an organiza on is able to
consistently provide products and services that
meet customer and applicable legal requirements
and enhance customer sa sfac on, implying it's a
model of the organiza on from a par cular
perspec ve;

This range of possibili es leads users to diﬀerent conclusions
and will signiﬁcantly aﬀect the approach they take.
Explana ons of a QMS in ISO guidance documents contradict
the deﬁni ons in ISO 9000 (see text box) implying the system is
an orderly way of doing something and not a set of interrelated
or interac ng elements.
When we examine the ISO 9000 deﬁni on of a QMS we ﬁnd that
it is “part of a management system with regard to quality” and
this is where we encounter another inconsistency. Where the
comma is inserted in the deﬁni on of a management system
(see text box) is crucial to the meaning conveyed because it
could be referring to a system of objects that establish concepts
(i.e. the policies, objec ves and processes) or a system of
objects that establish concepts and applies those concepts to
achieve objec ves.
There is no explana on given in ISO 9000 as to what the
elements might be so we must assume the policies, objec ves
and processes are established by people and that people are
therefore part of this system. In an earlier standard that wasn't
withdrawn un l 2000, a quality system was deﬁned as “the
organiza onal structure, responsibili es, procedures, processes
and resources for implemen ng quality management” (ISO
8402, 1986) thus making it clear that people and other
resources were part of a system.

Elements
Elements are what makes a system what it is. Vary the element
and it changes the nature of the system giving it diﬀerent
proper es therefore the elements are the variables. Check land
refers to them as agents or actors thus emphasising the role of
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people in the system. These variables may be tangible or
intangible. Meadows refers to school pride and academic
prowess as two intangible elements of a university. She also
iden ﬁes the tangible elements of a football team as including
the players, coach, ﬁeld and ball and the elements of our
diges ve system as including teeth, enzymes, stomach, and
intes nes (Meadows, 2008). This provides some insight into the
nature of system elements.
Deﬁni ons of a QMS i n ISO Guidance documents

A quality management system is the way your
organiza on directs and controls those ac vi es which are
related either directly or indirectly to mee ng customer
requirements (ISO 9000 Small Business Handbook, 2010)
Neither ISO 9000:2015 nor ISO 9001:2015 explicitly iden fy the
elements of a typical QMSexcept for sta ng that the QMS
includes certain documents, but nothing else. ISO 9000:2015,
tells us the QMS comprises ac vi es and ISO 9001:2015 implies
it includes processes but ac vi es are what elements do and
processes are formed from ac onof the elements.
There is a note to the deﬁni on of a management system given
abovethat states that the management system elements
“ e sta b l i s h t h e o r g a n i za o n ' s st r u c t u r e , r o l e s a n d
responsibili es, planning, opera on, policies prac ces, rules,
Management system

Set of interrelated or interac ng elements of an
organiza on to establish policies and objec ves,
and processes to achieve those objec ves(ISO
9000, 2015)
beliefs, objec ves and processes to achieve those
objec ves”(note the comma has been omi ed).A pragma c
view is that the system must exist if it's capable of establishing
such things and that the only elements that do such things
would be people. Also the pragma st would assume the
tangible elements include people, products, services, tools,
equipment, energy, facili es etc., and the intangible elements
include trust, fear, customer loyalty, reputa on, core
competences etc., because they aﬀect the outcomes but
neither the deﬁni ons nor the requirements are explicit.
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Interconnectedness
The elements within a system are interconnected in a
rela onship that holds them together. Many of the
interconnec ons in systems operate through the ﬂow of
informa on. The example Meadows uses is of a football team
where the elements are interconnected through the rules of the
game, the strategy of the coach, the communica on between
the players and the laws of physics that govern the mo on of
the ball and the players (Meadows, 2008). ISO 9001:2015 does
deﬁne a QMS as including interac ng processes, internal and
external communica on and of course informa on and its ﬂow
thus alluding to the interconnec ons within a QMS but even in
the suppor ng guidance(ISO/TC 176/SC 2/N1274, 2015) there is
li le more than a simplis c ﬂow diagram to portray the
interconnectedness within a QMS. With this as their guide it's
doub ul that users will explore the interconnec ons even to
the depth shown by Meadows.
The requirement to integrate the QMS requirements into the
organiza on's business processes in clause 5.1.1 introduces
doubt as to whether the QMS is a system at all. The requirement
implies that the quality elements are not interconnected in a
rela onship that holds them together but that the QMS is
formed within another system by connec ng quality elements
with non-quality elements to form a system that produces
outputs of the required quality as illustrated in Figure 1. This
provides further evidence that the deﬁni on of a QMS is not
reﬂected in the way the requirements are presented.

Structure
The structure of a system as the way its elements are
interconnected (Meadows, 2008). The ﬂow of informa on
within a system is known as feedback (Sherwood, 2002).
Internal and external feedback not only enables self-correc on
(also referred to as homeostasis)but it can also reinforce a
situa on which may lead to either growth or decline in a
variable over me e.g. a successful marke ng strategy brings in
more orders than the organiza on can cope with or secrecy
within management builds distrust and leads to strike ac on by
the workforce. Senge referred to these as balancing and
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reinforcing processes (Senge, 1990). The ability of a system to
survive within a variable environment is called resilience and
leads to objec ves being challenged and changed.
Through the applica on of the process approach and PDCA, ISO
9001:2015 does deﬁne a QMS as including interac ng
processes that embody feedback loops from the checks and
reviews. It will also possess the ability to ensure system integrity
is maintained when changes are made implying recogni on of
the interconnectedness within a system thereby exhibi ng the
property of homeostasis. The new version of ISO 9001 requires
the organiza on to determine and address external issues
aﬀec ng its performance thereby addressing the issue of
resilience. It is less prescrip ve than its predecessors requiring
certain ac ons and their consequences to be considered rather
than manda ng the mand therefore the stability of the system
caused by the behaviour of variables is expected to be treated
as a risk or an opportunity. In the sec on on performance
evalua on the results of analysis are required to be used for
system improvement but it's a mechanis c approach. In the
suppor ng guidance on the process approach the only
interac ng elements shown are processes where the
interac ons are illustrated as transac ons between processes.

Emergence
The property of emergence is the unexpected and
unan cipated results that arise from interac ons within a
system. It's expressed by the axiom “the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts”. When oxygen and hydrogen are combined
in the correct propor ons water is produced and with water
comes wetness, a property not found in any of the components
just as sound is not found in any of the components of a radio. It
is implicit in ISO 9001:2015 that 'enhanced customer
sa sfac on' is an emergent property of a QMS as it is not found
in any of the component parts nor is it an output of any process
but maybe the outcome or consequence of possessing an
output from the system. But enhanced customer sa sfac on
can only emerge from a purposeful system, one that possesses
resilience so it can respond to a changing external environment.

Types of systems
There are diﬀerent types of systems and diﬀerent ways of
classifying them. Ackoﬀ divided systems in to two basic
categories abstract systems (systems of concepts) and concrete
(systems of objects) and then divided concrete systems into
four basic types and classiﬁed them on the basis of
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whether the parts and the whole were purposeful or purposive.
These were determinis c systems, animated systems, social
systems and ecological systems (Ackoﬀ, 1998).
Checkland suggested that the absolute minimum number of
systems classes needed to describe the whole of reality is four:
natural, designed physical, designed abstract, and human
ac vity systems (Checkland, 1981) . Jackson deﬁned a human
ac vity system as a model of a no onal system containing the
ac vi es people need to undertake in order to pursue a
par cular purpose (Jackson, 2003).
As a QMS is a human construct it is neither an animated system
nor an ecological system or a natural system and as a QMS is not
wholly composed of people it's not a social system which leaves
the possibility that a QMS could be a designed abstract system,
a designed physical system or a human ac vity system.

The QMS as a designed abstract system
The no on of quality systems emerged a er WWII when the
industrial prac ces were s ll largely based on scien ﬁc
management as deﬁned by Frederick Winslow Taylor. Taylor
found that when the methods of work were le to the individual
it led to mul ple ways of doing things and a wide varia on in
results. He believed that if a task was clearly deﬁned and if those
performing it can be trained and properly mo vated, that
produc vity would be greatly improved (Taylor, 1911). This is
doing things systema cally not systemically. It was therefore
inevitable that prescribing methods of work and inspec on of
work was central to prescrip ons for managing quality that
emerged in the late 1950s up to the mid-1990s.
An abstract system is one all of whose elements are concepts
(Ackoﬀ, 1971)so if users of ISO 9001 perceive a QMS to be a
system of documenta on (concepts), there is nothing in the
introduc on to the 2015 version that alludes to change in the
meaning of the term management system. In fact statements
that the organiza on shall implement a QMS and sugges ons
that organiza ons should adopt a QMS together with
explana ons in guidance documents that a QMS is “a way of”
direc ng and controlling an organiza on all help to perpetuate
the no on of a designed abstract system.
However, in a document recently released is the following
statement “It is stressed that ISO 9001 requires (and always has
required) a “Documented quality management system”, and
not a “system of documents”. This could imply that a system is to
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be found by observing the interac on amongst elements of the
organiza on following which it is to be documented, meaning a
systemic approach as is addressed below. But it could also imply
that it's the policies and procedures that are to be documented
meaning a systema c approach. It may have always been the
inten on of ISO 9001 that a QMS was a documented system but
there remains some doubt as to whether the system being
referred to here is an orderly way of doing something or is a set
of interrelated or interac ng elements.

The QMS as a designed physical system
A designed physical system is a determinis c system, a system
where neither the parts nor the whole are purposeful. Physical
systems acquire their purpose from their designers. Systems in
this class include automobiles, central hea ng system,
computer systems, transporta on systems etc. The only
evidence in ISO 9001 that a QMS could be a designed physical
system is found in Annex A.4 where it suggests one of the key
purposes of a QMS is to act as a preven ve tool. There is a
tendency for users of ISO 9001 to think of the QMS as the
so ware applica ons used in processing informa on such as
the IT systems used in sales, purchasing, inventory control and
produc on all of which help to perpetuate the no on of a QMS
being a designed physical system.

The QMS as a human ac vity system
There are as many diﬀerent types of Human Ac vity System as
there are types of organisa on. For example a fast-food
restaurant is a human ac vity system but it is intended to
operate like a machine. Employees are frequently trained to
interact with customers according to a detailed code of
instruc ons and are monitored in their performance. They don't
have a choice and therefore func on within a purposive system
(purpose without choice). On the other hand if we draw our
system boundary around the whole organiza on including its
fast-food restaurants, we extend the human ac vity system to
encompass the brain of the organiza on and see that it's a
purposeful system comprising purposive parts. In organiza ons
compe ng at the forefront of technology where they have to
exploit opportuni es to survive, the brain (top management)
sets direc on and the parts (professional staﬀ) decide how to
reach the goals as happens in the telecommunica ons
business. Even in this business there will be staﬀ who are,for
safety, security or commercial reasons, given no freedom to
choose a course of ac on. The boundary of the QMS could be
drawn around the opera onal units (the machine like
components) of the organiza on but the
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explana on given in ISO 9000:2015 implies this is not the QMS
at all and that the “QMS comprises ac vi es by which the
organiza on iden ﬁes its objec ves and determines the
processes and resources required to achieve desired results”
which makes it appear that the QMS is the strategic planning
process of the organiza on.

abstract system of concepts that are implemented and then
there are requirements implying the QMS contains processes
that produce quality products and services and enhances
customer sa sfac on by implemen ng the system of concepts
as illustrated in Figure 2.
External environment

The QMS as a model of reality
An organiza on is a complex en ty and when we look at it we
see buildings, workshops, oﬃces, people, machines, ac vity,
documents etc. These are the tangible elements but there are
many things we don't see, such as the spread of disease, the
eﬀect of a dispute between colleagues, a reprimand from a
manager or the consequences of a par cular ac on or decision.
Therefore when “establishing” a QMS we have to be selec ve,
we pick out the things that we believe are relevant to our system
of interest and use ISO 9001 to conﬁrm we have picked out the
right things. The system is therefore not reality but a
representa on of the reality we perceive. What we include in
our model is strongly inﬂuenced by how we
“see” things, i.e. our paradigm which embodies core
assump ons that characterize and deﬁne our world view. When
two people share a paradigm they will view reality in the same
way and therefore understand each other's models of reality.
If we consider a system to be a representa on of reality from a
par cular perspec ve, a QMS would be a model of an
organiza on from the perspec ve of how it manages product
and service quality.

Conclusions
In examining the requirements and vocabulary for quality
management systems we ﬁnd li le to conﬁrm beyond doubt
what a QMS is and what its purpose and it proper es are. There
are indeed deﬁni ons but they remain ambiguous or
insuﬃcient and conﬂict with the way the requirements are
expressed, therefore no ma er how hard we try to understand
what the QMS is to which ISO 9001 requirements refer, it's
diﬃcult to draw any other conclusion than ISO 9000, ISO 9001
and suppor ng guides lack coherence, consistency and clarity.
There is a requirement that leads us to believe the QMS is not a
system at all because its requirements are integrated into
business processes (see Fig 1). There are deﬁni ons that lead us
to believe the QMS is an administra ve system designed by
management for direc ng and controlling ac vi es. There are
requirements that lead us to believe the QMS is a designed
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Figure 2: The system trilemma

In examining the proper es of a QMS it is uncertain whether it's
an abstract system or a human ac vity system and, if the la er,
whether it is purposeful or purposive due to the diﬀerences in
how a QMS is deﬁned and what it is required to accomplish . All
of this leads to the conclusion that we can't say with any
certainty what its proper es are having eliminated the systems
approach from the quality management principles, it would
appear that ISO 9001:2015 is s ll based on the theory of
scien ﬁc management and has not embraced systems theory.
However, there are changes in requirements that do address
systemic concepts such as homeostasis, resilience and
emergence. Having introduced risk based thinking into ISO 9001
perhaps what is missing in the suppor ng documenta on is a
guide to systems thinking especially as the focus of the standard
is on systems.
The text of ISO 9001 and ISO 9000 leads the reader to diﬀerent
conclusions depending on the paradigm they hold. If it was clear
that when establishing, implemen ng, maintaining and
improving a QMS one was establishing, implemen ng,
maintaining and improving 'a model of reality' there would be
less confusion. Alterna vely the QMS may remain a system of
concepts but it should be recognized that it is the opera onal
system which produces the products and services and not the
so called QMS.
For a system to consistently provide products and services that
meet customer and applicable legal requirements and
enhancing customer sa sfac on it must capture the set of
interconnected elements that fulﬁl this purpose. If the
boundary of the system was not to be as broad there is a danger
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that it's likely to fail because it will be fundamentally an systemic. It will treat the whole as an aggrega on of parts that
can be improved independently of one another (Ackoﬀ &
Gharajedaghi, 2003).
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The New South African Excellence Model:
Incorpora on of ‘PDCA’ and ‘RTCK’ elements using Causality Based Assessment Scoring
James E van den Heever

CEO, Business Assessment Services, Pretoria, South Africa

Abstract
As the 1997 South African Excellence Model completes its 16th year in 2014 (18 years - unchanged), and required upgrading
and alignment in line with current management technology advancement and global practices. The updated 2014 SA
Excellence Model (SAEMMIII) ® design makes the Model the rst review and evaluation approach in Africa for disseminating
i
information about Excellence in Management. The octagon design of the SAEMXII and converting from 'Eleven' criteria to
'SEVEN criteria' focusses on 'operational excellence ' and 'growth and development needs' in South and Southern Africa.
Accordingly, ve (5) changes from recognised excellence model conventions are incorporated.
Digression 1 provides for three (3) Levels of Criteria and Awards participation. This functionality recognises maturity across
all organisational sizes and industry categories. Digression 2 tests the no-prescription convention of criteria by providing an
item-qualication with leading title indicators.Digression 3 sees the replacement of the 'approach' and 'deployment'
convention by the recognised 'PDCA' and 'RTCK' elements. Digression 4 embraces the four quartiles of the HBR Balanced
Scorecard and aims to remove the competition between the Balanced Scorecard and Excellence Models nally. Digression 5
replaces the consensus scoring practice with a 'Causality' based Enabler and Result scoring methodology.

Introduc on
The SA Excellence Founda on and the SA Excellence Model
(SAEM97ii) ini ated by the Council of Scien ﬁc and Industrial
Research (CSIR) and SA Quality Ins tute (SAQI). During the 1997
- 2002 periods, SAEF conducted four
award events and delivered
assessment reports to applicant
organisa ons across SADC. SAEF
trained more than 1500 SAEM
assessors and consultants using the
SAEM97 Model. More than 15, 000
copies of the SAEM97 Criteria were
distributed, and many Award
Assessors served as Senior
Assessors, and Judges. Post-2002
global economic pressures exposed the SA Excellence
Movement to severe ﬁnancial and resource constraints. In the
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following years, no award events took place. Inspired by the
vision of President Nelson Mandela (see below) the author and
a group of passionate co-authors reviewed and assessed the
signiﬁcance of the earlier model and its applicability to
developing economies.
“It is a source of great pride to be present at this event and
observe how we South Africans are striving in various ﬁelds to
a ain excellence and to perform in ways that are comparable
to best prac ces and standards across the world” opening
address at the 2002 SA Excellence Awardsi!

Research Methodologies
The SAEM97, USA Model (BPEP), EU Award (EFQM), Brazil
Model (FNQ), and the HBR Balanced Scorecard (1992)
con nues to inspire the SAEMXIII. See Appendix 1, Table 1 for
references, acknowledgements, model best prac ce,
alignment, values and concepts.
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Extensive research commenced in 2010, culmina ng in the
launch of the SAEMXIII beta model on 1 August 2013. The
outcomes rendered an opera onal focus rather than a generic
awards focus. The FNQ, in par cular, found favour for its
'developing country' focus, criteria relevance and ease of use.
The views of the FNQ Board of Curators aﬃrm the collabora on,
i.e.: “An honour to have the FNQ Excellence Model used as a
benchmark by South Africa...! 22 years of ac vi es and the
20th Edi on of the Criteria and updated with current global
scenario..! ..Unanimous approval of Curator Council
Execu ve…! ….Congratula ons on clarity and transparency…!
…we look forward to con nued collabora on....”

The New SA Model
The value and values of SAEM97 con nue in the spirit and
norms of the SAEMXIII Model. The Enabler Criteria (500 pts)
consists of Leadership
(100pts); Strategy and
Planning (70 pts);
Customer Focus (60 pts);
Employee Management
( 9 0 p t s ) ; Re s o u r ce s
Management (60pts);
Core Processes (120
pts).The Results
Criterion uses the HBR
Balanced Scorecard layout. It reﬂects Organisa onal Results
(500 pts), Customer - (170 pts); Financial - (90 pts); Human- (90
pts), and Growth and Development (150 pts). See Figure for
the SAEMXIII Model. The SAEMXIII Model octagon design
symbolises organisa onal fundamentals seen as a coherent
structure embracing the PDCA elements rendering the model
adaptable to most business environments. The structure
indicates the immersion of the criteria in an 'informa on and
knowledge' environment. It suggests a structured and
disciplined rela onship with the PDCA elements that interlink
with each other in and integrated and harmonious manner
focusing on results as the outcome. Individually Criterion
represents the deployment of a set of fundamental processes,
e.g.,
Ü Criterion 1: Leadership – addresses the essence of
essen al Leadership and constancy of purposes, while
Ü Criterion 2: Strategy and Planning – discusses the vision
of the organisa on; the fundamentals of a systemic
excellence view; organisa onal learning; proac ve
approach and innova on transfer to the performance of
the Model as a whole are deployed into score factors as set
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out later.
Views on the design approach are shared by Prof Denis Leonard,
i.e., “... best ideas from around the world! ...focus on what
customer need! …. Impressed with honeycomb design! …..
Wonderful benchmarking the success! ... Approach excellent
one! ... Aimed at what business wants!
The PDCA elements environmentally embrace the adjacent
Criteria having twenty-one (21) sub-criteria represen ng 91
ac vi es/processes, each with a speciﬁc requirement.
Seventeen (17) sub-criteria address the Enabler (Criterion 1-6)
ac vi es, and while four (4) sub-criterion addresses the Results
(Criterion 7).
Model Applica on Levels (Digression 1)
In 1997, South Africa took a leading role by ﬁrst oﬀering levels of
criteria for assessment. The SAEMXIII con nues this benchmark
prac ce. See Figure for level
speciﬁc rela onships
Ÿ Level 1 - Large organisa ons
6 Enabler Criteria / 17 Subcriterion and 90 sub-criterion
parts; 1 Results Criterion / 4
Sub-criterion / and 17 subcriterion parts;
Ÿ

Level 2 - Medium organisa ons 6 Enabler Criteria / 17
Sub-criterion and 48 sub-criterion parts; 1 Results
Criterion / 4 Sub-criterion / and 17 sub-criterion parts

Ÿ

Level 3 – Small / SME organisa ons 6 Enabler Criteria / 15
Sub-criterion and 25 sub-criterion parts; 1 Results
Criterion / 4 Sub-criterion / and 14 sub-criterion parts.

In the period 1997 - 2001, some large South African
organisa ons kick-started their Business Excellence
programmes by ﬁrst comple ng Level 3, then Level 2 and Level
1. This route proved very cost eﬀec ve with early maturity
beneﬁts!

Enabler Criteria (Digression 2)
Enablers - Criteria 1-6
Although generic at a ﬁrst glance, the sub-criterion parts are
more opera ons aligned for use in 'developing' countries.
Ü Leadership – Leadership System; Culture of Excellence,
and Performance Review
Ü Strategy and Planning – Strategy Development; Strategy
Deployment, and Strategy Review
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Customer Focus – Customer and Market Knowledge;
Customer Rela onships, and Public Responsibility and
Ci zenship
Ü Employee Management – Work Systems; Employee
Training and Development, and Quality of Life
Ü Resources Management – Supplier and Partner
Management; Economic and Financial Management, and
Informa on and Knowledge
Ü Core Processes – Process Design and Process
Management

Ü

Sub-criterion Part Qualiﬁca on
In contrast to the non-prescrip on conven on, the SAEMXIII
criteria suggest what ac vity needs addressing as shown in
bold and underlined font below:
Leadership System
c) How governance is implemented in the Organisa on to
maintain trust and protect the interest of all stakeholders
[Corporate Governance].

PDCA and RTCK (Digression 3)
PDCA
Due to the con nued diﬀering interpreta ons of the concepts
of approach, deployment, as used in other conven ons,
SAEMXIII applies to the renowned PDCA elements of Plan, Do,
Check, Ac on. This digression has drawn favourable comments
from opera ons and standards sectors.
Planning (P) - Strategies are developed to direct the
organisa on and its performance standards while direc ng its
compe ve posi on. Short and long term strategies and goals
accordingly deployed considering the performance of
compe tors
Deployment (D) - The People in the workforce should work
within an environment that fosters the consolida on of the
culture of excellence, to adequately execute and manage the
processes. In parallel, value for customers and striving to
enhance supplier rela onships are addressed by controlling
costs, leveraging investments while ﬁnancial risks are
quan ﬁed and monitored.
Check / Control (C) - Controlling performance of the
opera onal, economic and ﬁnancial situa on, customers and
market, people, society, core business processes and support
processes, and suppliers. Through Informa on and Knowledge,
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these results are fed back to the en re organisa on so that it
takes the required ac ons to sa sfy organisa onal learning.
Ac on (A) - The organisa on's collec ve intelligence and
resolve ensures the viability of performance reviews and the
implementa on of the necessary improvement ac ons.
RTCK
Similar to diﬀering interpreta ons of the concepts of results
and scope, as used in other conven ons, SAEMXIII uses the
RTCK results elements of Results, Targets, Comparison, and KPI
Link. This digression gives new impetus to qualifying
organisa onal results.

Results Criterion (Digression 4)
Results - Criterion 7
Compared to SAEM97 this is a major CHANGE! Its signiﬁcance
lies in the alignment of assessment results with the HBR
Balanced Scorecard which aims to facilitate integra on into
current execu ve scorecard! The value-add received a
favourable response from Professor Prabir Kumar
Bandyopadhyayiv (Ph.D.), i.e.:
“...Very detailed work! …. adop ng PDCA signiﬁcant! ……BSC in
Result Criterion removes unnecessary debate! …..and Model is
simple!”
Customer Results – Market Knowledge; Customer
Rela onships; Social and Environmental Responsibility
Ü Financial Results – Supplier Management; Economic and
Financial Management; Informa on and Knowledge, and
Performance Review
Ü Human Results – Work System; Training and Development;
Quality of Life, and Leadership System
Ü Growth and Development - Culture of Excellence; Strategy
Deployment; Strategy and Opera ons Review; Process
Design and Process Management
Ü

Causalityv based Scoring Systems (Digression 5)
The PDCA and RTCK Elements alluded to in Digression 3; forms
the base for the revised NASAiv based scoring guidelines.
Enabler and Results par cular scores sheets, catering for
scoring bands were developed. The score sheets facilitate the
assessment of process maturity in respect of the enabler and
results elements using a 10% increment scoring guide.
Scoring using PDCA elements and RTCK elements are based on
the following Causality Principals:
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Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

Ü

Ü

Ü

The cause and eﬀect must be con guous in space and me.
The cause must be prior to the eﬀect.
There must be a constant union betwixt the cause and
impact, and
The same cause always produces the same eﬀect, and the
same eﬀect never arises but from the same cause. This
principle derived from experience and were the source of
most philosophical reasoning
Hanging upon the above, David Hume says that "where
several diﬀerent objects produce the same eﬀect, it must
be using some quality, which we discover to be common
amongst them.", and
When any object increase or diminish with the increase or
diminu on of its cause, it is to be regarded as a
compounded eﬀect, derived from the union of the several
diﬀerent eﬀects, which arise from the several diﬀerent
parts of the cause."
The adjacent Table share the Causality based impact for
both PDCA and RTCK

Results R-T-C-K Score Example:

Table-1:Causality based Scoring System
PDCA

RTCK

Enabler P-D-C-A Score Example:
Ü

Similarly, assume scores are; [Result] 80%; [Target] 75%;
[Comparing] 70%, and [KPI] 65% - then the Results Index
(OX) score calcula on is as follows: (90% x 85% x 75% x
65%) x 100 =37.0, or (370 / 1000) = Above Average!

Ü

Plan

Execut
e

Verif
y

Improv
e

Input
Index
(IX)

100%

100%

100%

100%

100

95%

95%

90 %

85%

69

90%

85%

80%

75%

40

85%

80%

75%

70%

36

80%

75%

70%

65%

27

Result
s

Target

Comp
arison

KPI

Output
Index
(OX)

Conclusion

Assume scores are; [Planning] 95%; [Doing] 95%;
[Checking] 90%, and [Ac on] 85% - then Enabler Index (IX)
score calcula on is as follows: (95% x 95% x 90% x 85%) x
100 = 69, or (690 /1000) = Enabler Score = Award
Winning!

The SAEMXII electronic scoring tool (adjacent) facilitates PDCA
scoring, and renders overall scores for all Criteria, i.e.
Leadership: Index of 41(%) and consensus Goal for the next
cycle of 48!
Ü Apropos Item 3 above the Leadership point score (100pts)
the assessment point score is 41 Points.

LEADERSHIP SCORECARD
ENABLER SCORECARD
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Item

Enabler

100

Leadership

101

CSO Excellence Program (GOE)

4.3

7.5

7.8

6.5

102

Corporate Governance

3.3

9.0

7.8

7.8

103

Leadership Development

4.3

8.5

7.8

104

Ins tu onalise Service Culture

2.5

8.8

105

Promote Integrity

2.5

8.8

106

Communica on( Internal)

4.0

107

Decision Implementa on (Resolu on)

4.5

“W”

P

D

C

A

41

48

Plan

Deploy

Assess

Ac on

Index

Goal

82%

80%

79%

77%

PDCA

2013

6.5

75%

78%

65%

65%

24.5

40

7.5

90%

78%

78%

75%

41.9

51

7.8

7.5

85%

78%

75%

70%

34.6

43

8.5

8.5

8.0

90%

83%

83%

78%

48.1

53

8.5

8.5

8.0

88%

85%

85%

80%

50.6

54

7.3

7.5

7.3

7.5

73%

75%

73%

75%

31.0

39

5.0

7.5

7.5

7.3

50%

75%

75%

73%

21.4

34
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Descrip on

Authorship (I); Primary Inspira on Source, or ‘Alterna ve reference source(s) 1 2 3 4

“S”
“B”
“F”
“H”
“E”
“Z”

SA Excellence Model(1997)
Baldrige Na onal Quality Award - BNQA(2001)
Brazil Excellence Model-FNQ (2006)
Harvard Business Review (1992)
EFQM Excellence Model (1997)
SA Excellence Model (2013)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

SA Excellence Award
Execu ve Note
History
Execu ve Summary
SA Excellence Model XIII
Criteria, Sub-criterion and Points
Criteria as the System
Enabler and Results Rela onship
Organiza onal Proﬁle (P)
Criterion 1 - Leadership
Criterion 2 - Strategy and Planning
Criterion 3 - Customer Focus
Criterion 4 - Employee Management
Criterion 5 - Resources Management
Criterion 6 - Core Processes
Criterion 7 - Organiza onal Results
Customer Results
Financial Results
Human Results
Growth and Development
Scoring System
Enabler Scoring Guide
Results Scoring Guide
Criteria Guidelines
Core Values and Concepts
Key Characteris cs
Appendix 1 - Glossary
Appendix 2 - Scoring Summary Sheet

Z

B

E

S

Values

1

2

Systema c View

Concepts
Understanding of the interdependent rela onships among the
various components an organiza on as well as between the

1

3

2

1

4

1
1

Organiza onal
Learning

1

3

4

2

1

3

4

2

1

3

4

2

1

3

4

2

1

3

4

Capacity of the organiza on to an cipate changes in the
scenario and in the needs and expecta ons of the customers
and the other stakeholders.

Innova on

Implementa on of new ideas that make a com-pe
advantage.

2

1

2

1

2

ve

Leadership and
Consistency of Purpose

The commitment of the leaders to the organiza onal principles
and values; ability to create and implement strategies and a
management system that encourages people to strive for a
common, long-las ng purpose.

Vision of the
Future

Understanding of the factors that aﬀect the business and the
market over the short and long term, allowing the development
a consistent perspec ve to the future desired by the
organiza on.

Customer and Market
Focus

1
1

Seeking & achieving new levels of knowledge through
percep on, reﬂec on , analysis and sharing experiences,
changing principles and concepts related to the prac ces,
processes, systems, strategies and businesses, to the
organiza onal genera ng improvements and changes

Proac ve
Approach

1
2

Social
Responsibility

Knowledge and understanding of the customers and market
needs, in order to create value on sustained bases for the
customer and higher compe veness in the markets.
Ac ons based on ethical and transparent rela onships with
all the stakeholders, towards achieving the sustainable
development of society while preserving environmental and
cultural resources for future genera ons, respec ng diversity
and promo ng the reduc on of social inequali es.

1

Management by
Fact
1
1
1

Valuing
People

1

Appendix 3 - SAEMXII Excellence Award Applica on Informa on

Appendix 4 - Site Visit Lis ng Form
Appendix 5 - Criteria Descrip on
Appendix 6 - References and Acknowledgment
Notes

References
F
H

Decision making based on performance measurement and
analysis considering the available informa on, including
iden ﬁed risks.
Understanding that organiza onal performance depends on the
workforce trainig~ mo va on and well-being and the crea on
of a working environment that fosters the par cipa on and
development of the people.

Management by
Process

Understanding and managing the organiza on by process, to
improve performance and add value to the stakeholders.

Results Orienta on

Commitment to achieve results that harmonically meets and
balances the needs of all stakeholders in the organiza on.

1
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Case
Designmate: Explora ons in Corporate Social Responsibility
C. Gopalkrishnan

Professor Emeritus, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University, Gandhinagar

Abstract
Designmate, a pioneer and leader in the eld of application of animation in education, produces 3-D educational videos and other teaching
materials in science related subjects for K12 students. Students and teachers in India and other countries all over the world use these
educational materials.
As a matter of policy and practice, Designmate chooses to employ well qualied but differently-abled employees to carryout most of the
technical aspects of work. The company prefers to recruit differently-abled persons with potential for growth and development and trains
them into thorough-bred professionals. This strategy has worked well for the company. Out of its 400 plus employees, 70 per cent are
differently-abled.
The case illustrates how to strategize corporate social responsibility in matters related to employee engagement.
Key Words: Corporate Social Responsibility. Spastics. People with special needs. Physically challenged.

Introduc on

was its humanis c policy and approach towards the
underprivileged sec ons of society. Nearly Seventy percent of
its employees were physically challenged, which the
organiza on preferred to refer to as “diﬀerently abled
employees.”

Designmate – short name for the ﬁrm Designmate India Private
Limited – was a 25-year-old organiza on opera ng in the
educa on sector. It has been providing unique solu ons to
students to overcome deﬁciencies and gaps in mathema cs and
science educa on at high school level, around the world. The
organiza on was a 3D eContent1 provider and develops crea ve
eContent for K122 students. Designmate was a pioneer in the
use of graphics and anima on3 to illustrate, simplify and explain
the complex concepts in mathema cs and various other
branches of science and thereby make learning those subjects a
lot more easy.

Captain Kamaljeet Singh Brar, the founder of Designmate,
served in the Indian Army. He met with an accident in 19.. and
was declared unﬁt for combat any more. On this ground he had
to leave the Army. He started two ﬁrms oﬀering security
services to commercial establishments:

As per the company's website “The eContent created was a
unique combina on of 3D videos, simula ons, experiments,
learning ac vi es, quizzes, texts, images, web links, and
learning objects known as “EUREKA.IN.”
What set Designmate unique from others was its deep-rooted
philosophy of quiet and commi ed work ethos. The ﬁrm's USP

Eagle Eye and Checkmate in Mumbai (Bombay). In a short span
of me both the ﬁrms became popular among the clientele due
to quality of personnel they oﬀered and the services they
rendered. Apart from the ﬁrms oﬀering security services, Capt.
Brar had also established a studio that was into the business of
anima on, entertainment, and adver sement. Subsequently,
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in September 2001, he moved to Ahmedabad to establish a
studio, as capital expenses and opera ng expenses were lower
in Ahmedabad compared to Mumbai. That was the beginning
of Designmate in Ahmedabad.
The decision to employ diﬀerently-abled persons had its origin
in a chance encounter that Capt. Brar had with a young man
who was hearing-impaired. During his stay in Mumbai, an
elderly gentleman approached Capt. Brar with a request for
employment for his 19–year old son who was hearing-impaired.
The family was on the verge of starva on and the young son was
the only hope. Touched by their plight and no cing a spark in
the eyes of the young man, Capt. Brar oﬀered to hire the young
man provided he showed ap tude to learn the basics of
computers. The young man showed such zeal and passion on
the job that in no me he became the best professional
animator in Brar's team. This marked a turning point in the life of
Captain Brar who realized that physical handicaps could always
be overcome if one had the necessary will and determina on.
He then decided to employ only diﬀerently-abled persons.

Objec ves
The primary objec ves of the company were:
Deliver world-class 3D animated content for K12
curriculum
Ÿ Build an image of a company striving hard to transform
methodologies of school educa on
Ÿ Develop strategic partnerships across the globe
covering more geographical areas making EUREKA.IN
the global way of learning science and mathema cs.
Ÿ

The Product
Designmate would convert tradi onal text-books characterised predominantly by text and some graphics - into
interes ng and interac ve 3D eContent using interac ves,
virtual labs, and puzzles. Designmate had developed exper se
and capabili es of making so ware that played 3D content on
simple Computers. Said a company spokesperson, “We have
transformed ourselves as a leading technology based e-learning
company, developing unique educa onal content to make
EUREKA.IN a global way of learning science and Mathema cs.
EUREKA.IN library represents high quality rich content and
interac ve learning objects which bring visually a beau ful and
interes ng learning experience.” EUREKA.IN gives students a
pla orm to learn, enjoy and understand complex topics of K12
curriculum in high deﬁni on 3D stereoscopy, which makes
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educa on exci ng and engaging like watching movies.
Designmate became one of the pioneer ﬁrms across the globe
impar ng K12 educa on using 3D stereovision. The impact of
visual images on the learner was deﬁnitely far more
impressionis c and las ng than the images that bare text would
make on the learner.

Unique Features of EUREKA.IN
Designmate con nuously strived to maintain the following key
features:
Ÿ Compa ble: the EUREKA.IN so ware was made highly
interac ve and customized. The content could be mapped
to any curriculum by using English and na ve language
providing a mul -lingual facility to understand and learn
physics, biology and chemistry, in any country-speciﬁc
curriculum.
Ÿ Economical: Designmate tried to make the content available
to its clients through various subscrip on models. Contents
could be bought for one year and ﬁve years. It could be
subscribed on the basis of number of students or on
perpetual basis. The prices of 3D animated contents and
virtual labs were structured to be cost eﬀec ve for the
clients of the company.
Ÿ Simple: The so ware was extremely user friendly. The
interface was also kept simple4.
EUREKA.IN was a designed to have universal acceptance to any
curriculum:
Ÿ A pool of quality 3D eContent covering K12 curricula. The
eContent based library can be mapped to any countryspeciﬁc educa onal system and can be regionalized.
Ÿ The 3D eContent was learning-centric, dynamic, interac ve,
and user-friendly which engaged students and changed the
tradi onal classroom environment way of learning.
Ÿ Each module is a combina on of texts, videos, simula ons,
quizzes, images, links, keywords and mind maps.
Ÿ 1200 topics in 3D with simula ons, experiments, learning
ac vi es and quizzes.
Ÿ A universal content based teaching and learning experience
for both teachers and students.
Ÿ Topics tailored to any na onal curriculum and syllabus
suppor ng textbooks and teaching concepts.
Ÿ Contents could be localized by transla ons and professional
voiceover, which made learning easy and speciﬁc to regions.
Ÿ Available in DVDS, hard disks, and supported for playing in
diﬀerent hardware conﬁgura ons such as laptop,
standalone PC, LCD television, analog television, projectors,
and LAN networks.
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Beneﬁts of So ware
Few of the beneﬁts provided by the so ware included:
Improvement in educa onal eﬀec veness.
Provided teachers with high quality of 3D eContent, which
helps to explain diﬃcult topics easily.
Ÿ Helped students to visualize what they learnt and thereby
helping them to understand and retain be er.
Ÿ
Ÿ

Contents of EUREKA.IN Library
EUREKA.IN Pack contains:
2000 mono topics for K12 universal concepts.
1200 3D stereoscopic topics covering science &
mathema cs concepts
Ÿ Average dura on of each topic: 4 minutes
Ÿ
Ÿ

Corporate Social Responsibility
Among the workforce of the company nearly 70 per cent were
diﬀerently-abled. In fact one of the core recruitment policies of
the company was employing and trea ng diﬀerently-abled
without any prejudice. The company had e-ups with some
NGOs and employment exchanges to recruit diﬀerently abled
individuals.
The diﬀerently-abled employees were provided with health
facili es, accommoda on, and nutri ous diet (breakfast, lunch,
and dinner). Upgrada on of skills, economic independence,
and personal and social development were other beneﬁts that
Designmate strived to provide to its employees.
Besides the diﬀerently-abled employees, the company
employed a group of re rees with experience and exper se to
fall back upon, young and not so young men and women eager
to add to the ﬁnancial resources of their families, and a very
young enthusias c workforce majorly looking a er content
development, marke ng, sales and produc on. This group of
employees consisted about 30 % of the total of 400 persons it
had in 2012. Despite the heterogeneity of the workforce, the
company did not compromise on product quality as was evident
from the pres gious na onal and interna onal awards it had
won over the years (Exhibit 1).
Designmate had clients from countries like US, UK, France,
Germany, Greece, Turkey, China, Thailand, Japan, Korea,
Portugal, and Spain while in India its unique and user-friendly
so ware had a recognizable market in almost all major states.
Designmate had become a des na on for those who lacked in
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resources but nurtured big dreams. When these diﬀerently
abled aspirants joined the company, they were inexperienced.
The ﬁrst six months were spent on training and making them
familiar with the ﬁner aspects of 3D anima on.
T h e m a j o r b e n e ﬁ t w e n t t o t h e d i ﬀe r e n t l y a b l e d
employees who become ﬁnancially independent. In return the
organiza on enjoyed a much lower a ri on rate when
compared with other organiza ons in the IT sector (see Exhibit
2).

Challenges
The major challenge faced by the organiza on was training the
new recruits to the expected level of skills and inculca ng a
sense of independence and professional behavior to make each
employee a highly skilled person in his or her profession.
Invariably it amounted to signiﬁcant transforma on of the
individual personality. While joining the diﬀerently-abled
people were very happy without realizing the hard work that
they would have to put in and responsibili es they would have
to shoulder. Some of them were diﬃdent and expected special
treatment. Transforming each individual employee into a
highly-skill professional and a conﬁdent, independent person
was the real challenge before the company.
(The author wishes to acknowledge the valuable research
inputs from Harsh Goyal, Vineet Sharma, and Abhishek Sachan.
The case was prepared on the basis of interviews with managers
of Designmate India Pvt. Ltd., and published informa on.)

End Notes
1. 3 D e-Content: Electronic or digital learning content that can
be transmitted, received, stored, viewed or processed in any
manner over a computer network as well as the internet is
referred to ad e-content. In computers, 3 D (three dimensions or
three-dimensional) describes an image (including graphics,
animation and video) that provides the perception of depth.
When 3 D images are made interactive so that the users feel
involved with the scene, the experience is called virtual.
2.
K12 students: K-12 is a term used in education and
educational technology in the United States, Canada and many
other countries, as an acronym for the publicly-supported school
grades prior to college. These grades are kindergarten (K) and
the 1st through the 12th grade (1 – 12).
3.
Graphics and Animation: Computer animation or CGI
animation is the process used for generating animated images by
using computer graphics. The more general term computergenerated imagery encompasses both static scenes and dynamic
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images while computer animation only refers to moving images.
4.
EUREKA.IN as Universal Curriculum
(www.Designmate.com): Universal Curriculum is the largest
pool of high quality interactive resources covering the subjects
of Science – Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology
taught at upper primary & secondary levels of education.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

Exhibit 1
Awards Received
Designmate has won many awards and recognized globally for its products.
Some of these are as follows:
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Na onal Award 2013: Designmate received The Na onal Award for the
Empowerment of persons with Disabili es- 2013 from the President of
India- Pranab Kumar Mukherjee.
Finalist at 2013 in EdTech Digest – Cool Tool Awards in E-learning category.
Winner at 2013 Shiksha Ratna Awards for best Mul -media content
developer for K12 Educa on.
The best e-learning product of the decade by World Summit Award 2013
Winner of 2013 Global CSR Excellence & Leadership awards for Promo ng
employment for the physically challenged.
Finalist at 2012 CODIE Awards for Best K12 Instruc onal solu on.
Winner of 2012 SOE Global Educa on Award for Best Digital content
Developer of the year.

Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

EINDIA 2011 Award: For the Best ICT Enabled Content for K-12 Educa on in
the Public Choice Category.
Best employer award (Gujarat) in 2010.
ESIC Award, Gujarat, 2010: Felicita on by ESIC and the Minister of Labour
and Employment, Gujarat for employing diﬀerently-abled persons.
Employees provident Fund Award, 2010: Felicita on by the Employees
Provident Fund Organiza on, Ahmedabad for pioneering eﬀorts in posi ve
empowerment of diﬀerently-abled persons.
Worldwide Award for e-learning 2008: Designmate is the only Indian
company to be awarded the best eContent provider by Worlddidac Award
in 2008. This is recogni on for best eContent provided by the company in
the world.
Winner at 2008 Worlddedic Award for E-learning.
World Summit Award 2007: The World Summit Award (WSA) is the world’s
best e-content and most innova ve ICT applica ons. Designmate was
awarded the best eLearning content in 2007.
Best employer award (Gujarat) in 2007.
CSR Award 2007: Best Corporate Social Responsibility Prac ce (2007).
Winner at 2007 NASSCOM Founda on Award.
Manthan Award 2006 for E-educa on as special men on in e-Educa on:
Manthan Award is a ﬁrst of its kind ini a ve in India to recognize the best
prac ces in e-Content and Crea vity.
Best Employer Award 2006: Designmate received the best employer award
in 2006 from the former President of India Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam.
Channel [V] Award: Designmate did the en re anima on, morphing,
composi ng and special eﬀects for the ﬁrst animated video in the Indian
Entertainment Industry.

(Source: www.Designmate.com)

Exhibit-2: Employment Details of Physically
Handicapped Persons
Category
Number
Male
174
Female
64
Total
238
Total Number of Employees : 450
Qualification Details
Qualification
Number
BE
7
BCA
7
MCA
8
Others
216
Levels of Education
Qualification
Nuber
Post-Graduate
24
Graduate
124
HSC
59
SSC
25
Others
6
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Employee Turnover (for Physically Handicaped)
Year

New recruitment

Employee
separation

For Physically Challenged
2010-11
42
14
2011-12
51
14
2012-13
41
05
Total No. of Employees: 450
Employee Turnover (Overall): 20-25 per year

Source: Designmate company sources.
Dr. C Gopalkrishnan, Professor Emeritus, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University, Gandhinagar, Gujarat
Economist with ﬁve years of corporate experience and more than 30 years of management teaching. Has co-authored the book: Trade Unionism and Industrial Development.
Has published more than 40 papers in journals and as book-chapters. Has published many cases and Routledge has come out with a collec on of his cases. Was awarded
CRMs Fellowship, at IIMA in 1986; Won a Prize for the paper “Improving Performance in Government”, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (A World Bank Project) 1997. Was oﬀered a
one year fellowship by University of North Malaysia in 2001. His areas of interests include Energy Economics, Corporate strategy and public policy.
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Grameen Bank: Lending Dignity of Existence to the Have-nots
P Bala Bhaskaran

Shan Business School, Ahmedabad, bala@shan bschool.edu.in

In 2006, the Nobel Prize for Peace was awarded jointly to
Grameen Bank and its founder Prof Muhammad Yunus.
Grameen Bank had been incorporated exactly 23 years earlier in
1983 as a microﬁnance organiza on and community
development bank catering to the impoverished rural
popula on of Bangladesh. By 2006 the bank had spread to 2100
branches across 80,257 villages in Bangladesh with 24,700
employees; the bank had lent US$ 6.55 billion up to 2006 out of
which US$ 5.87 had already been repaid. The bank had
maintained a recovery rate of more than 96 % right through. The
loans were advanced without resor ng to collateral security for
the primary reason that most of the borrowers, being part of
the impoverished, bo om-most segment of the popula on just
did not have anything to oﬀer as collateral security. The Nobel
Prize was awarded in recogni on of the “the eﬀorts to create
economic and social development from below.” The cita on
men oned,
“From modest beginnings three decades ago, Yunus
has ﬁrst and foremost through Grameen Bank,
developed micro-credit into an ever more important
instrument in the struggle against poverty. Grameen
Bank has been a source of ideas and models for the
many ins tu ons in the ﬁeld of micro-credit that have
sprung up around the world.”

Genesis
The genesis of Grameen Bank can be traced to a research
project ini ated by Prof Muhammad Yunus, a Fulbright scholar
at Vanderbilt University and Professor at Chi agong University,
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in 1976, to examine the design of a credit delivery system for the
rural poor. In 1983 the project and its ac vi es were reorganized under an independent body called Grameen Bank
through government legisla on.
The primary philosophy of the bank is that charity is not an
answer to poverty; it drives away an individual's ini a ve and
ushers in dependency. All human beings, including the poorest
are endowed with limitless capabili es and they need to be
unleashed to ﬁght poverty. The objec ve of the bank was to
create ﬁnancial independence among the poor. The bank
encourages each of its borrowers to eventually become net
savers to enable crea on of local capital among the hitherto
poor. This has been the source of funding fresh advances in each
village. The bank has been able to create an alignment of
interest between the new borrowers on one side and the
depositor-shareholders on the other.
The bank’s primary target has always been the poorest of the
poor. Further it focused on women, who received 95 % of its
advances, for a variety of reasons. Women had less access to
alterna ves like bank credits and incomes in tradi onal
socie es; consequently they had inequitable share in the family
decision-making process. Lending to women had secondary
eﬀects like empowerment of marginalized segment of the
society.

Business Model
Normally a bank raises its resources (funds) through share
capital, loans, deposits etc. Each of these will have diﬀerent
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cost and the overall cost of capital to the bank shall be the
weighted average cost of the funds from the various sources.
These funds are deployed by the bank to various segments in
the form of loans and advances with varying terms of interest
and repayment. The bank would ensure that the overall return
from the deployment will be marginally higher than the cost of
funds. The diﬀerence is known as the “spread”. The spread
should cover all the opera ng expenses of the bank, it should
also cover the defaults in repayments and the surplus, if any,
would be the proﬁt of the bank. The higher the spread, the
more comfortable the bank would be. The business of microﬁnance would have its own special characteris cs. In the ﬁrst
place the services of a microﬁnance company, which the
Grameen Bank was, were meant for the poorest of the poor, the
bo om of the pyramid in the society. This segment in
developing countries would be characterized by low level of
educa on, poor standard of living and consequently very li le
ﬁnancial literacy; this segment would normally have very li le
or no personal assets and no access to the banking sector. In
such a situa on it becomes the onerous task of the microﬁnance ins tu on to educate, usher in ﬁnancial literacy and
groom the customers to become bankable. This calls for high
level of commitment, con nuous eﬀorts and unique sensi vity
to the needs and characteris cs of the customers. Most of the
loans and advances will be of very small denomina ons that a
normal bank would rarely like to handle. These make the cost of
opera on per customer high; the risk of failure will also be very
high. These make the business of micro-ﬁnance extremely
delicate and challenging.

fund, group fund etc. These funds helped as insurance against
con ngencies.
Village Phone Program was ini ated to enable women
entrepreneurs start the business of providing wireless
payphone service in rural areas. This program earned the bank
the 2004 Petersburg Prize worth Euro 100,000 for it
contribu on to technology development.
Struggling members program was started to create
independent livelihood for beggars. Beggars were given
interest-free or near interest free loans with long repayment
periods. The repayment was structured on weekly basis in sync
with their repayment capacity. The borrowers of this program
were provided life insurance cover without any extra cost.

Opera onal Data
By the close of 2011, the bank had 8.37 million borrowers, 96.12
% of them women. It had 22,128 employees in 2,565 branches
covering 81,380 villages. The cumula ve loan disbursement
was US$ 8.82 billion out of which only US$ 75 million was
outstanding.
Of the total equity capital [US$ 7.17 million] of the bank 97 %
was owned by the poor borrowers and the rest 3 % by the
Govt of Bangladesh.

Social Transforma on
Programs
The loans were given for a large variety of purposes: tube-wells,
agricultural implements, support to village enterprises, for livestock, seasonal loans, loan to leases, crea ng drinking water
and sanita on facili es etc.
Grameen bank became best-known for its system of Solidarity
Lending. A lender must belong to a ﬁve-member group. The
group is not expected to give guarantee for a loan to an
individual member and it is not responsible for the repayment
of the loan. Only the individual is responsible for the
repayment. The group had to oversee that each of the
individual borrower behaved in a responsible way and that
none got into a repayment problem. In case the group could
not abide by this code, none of its members would be eligible
for credit from Grameen Bank any me in future. The bank
minimized wri en documents and paperwork; it operated on
trust. The bank insisted that the borrowers saved small
amounts regularly under a number of funds like emergency
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Grameen Bank promoted a set of values to make its borrowers
into good ci zens. These were enshrined in the “Sixteen
Decisions” which became a code of conduct for the borrowers.
These included commitment to educate their children, to usher
in prosperity, to upgrade their houses, to ensure quality
drinking water, to insist on good sanita on prac ces and
facili es, to austerity, not to give or take dowry, to collec ve
par cipa on in all social ac vi es, to help each other etc.
(Annexure-1). The “Sixteen Decisions” had the impact of
crea ng an emo onal bonding among its borrowers and the
bank; it imputed values and meanings to the rela onship much
beyond the rela onship that a normal bank would have with its
clientele. It had the impact of raising the aspira ons of the
people touched by the bank thereby leading to prosperity and
development.
Grameen Bank claimed very high repayment rates – over 98 %
though some quarter raised doubts about the way in which the
sta s cs were presented. The bank claimed that more than half
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of its beneﬁciaries had risen out of acute poverty through the
associa on with the bank.

become an elected director of Grameen's board, said:
"My parents gave me birth, but Grameen Bank gave
me a life." (Al-Mahmood, 2012)

Associate Ventures
Grameen Bank had grown into a family of enterprises. They
included Grameen Trust, Grameen Fund, Grameen
communica ons, Grameen Energy, Grameen Telecom,
Grameen Educa on, Grameen Fisheries, Grameen Business
Development, Grameen Phone, Grameen So ware, Grameen
Cybernet, Grameen Knitwear and Grameen Udyog.
Grameen founda on supported micro ﬁnance ins tu ons in
the following regions and countries:
Asia-paciﬁc: Bangladesh, China, East Timor,
Indonesia, India, Lebanon, Pakistan, Phillippines ,
Saudi Arabia, Yemen.
Americus: Bolivia, Dominican Republic, EI
Salvador, Hai , Honduras, Mexico, Peru, USA.
Africa: Cameroon, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana,
Morocco, Nigeria, Rwanda, Tunisia, Uganda.

Awards and Recogni ons:
In 1994 Grameen Bank received the highest civilian award in
Bangladesh, the Independence Day Award. Low–cost Housing
Program ini ated by Grameen Bank won a World Habitat Award
in 1998. The Grameen Phone Program won the 2004 Petersburg
Prize worth Euro 100,000 for its contribu on of Technology to
Development. The Nobel Peace Prize came in 2006 jointly to
Prof Yunus Mohammed and Grameen Bank. This was the ﬁrst
me that a business organiza on had been bestowed the Nobel
Peace Prize. The Norwegian Nobel Commi ee focused
a en on on dialogue with the Muslim World, on women's
perspec ves and on the ﬁght against poverty.
“When Taslima Begum, a housewife turned
entrepreneur from the north of Bangladesh, accepted
the Nobel peace prize in Oslo in December 2006, it was
a proud moment for Bangladeshi women. The Nobel
cita on said the prize was awarded to Muhammad
Yunus and Grameen Bank "for their eﬀorts to create
economic and social development from below".
Tashima Begum, who had used her ﬁrst 1,500 taka
(£12) micro-loan to buy a goat in 1992 and went on to
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The New Challenge:
The new decade star ng from 2011 saw Grameen Bank face to
face with new challenges. The Government of Bangladesh,
under the leadership of Ms Sheikh Hasina as Prime Minister,
ini ated steps to remove Prof Yunus Mohammad from the
posi on of Managing Director of Grameen Bank on the ground
that he was 70, well past the re rement age prevalent in
Bangladesh. Yunus as also the well wishers of Grameen Bank
had reserva ons; but government prevailed. A year later, on 2nd
August 2012, the cabinet of Ms Sheikh Hasina amended the 29
year old law governing Grameen Bank, thereby bestowing
absolute powers on the government appointed Chairman to
choose the Managing Director instead of the decision being le
to the collec ve wisdom of the members of the Board of
Grameen Bank.
Mohammad Yunus had nurtured Grameen Bank to be an
autonomous ins tu on making its own decisions and managing
its own aﬀairs. The Board of directors had 12 members of which
three were government nominees including the Chairman. The
rest nine were elected from among the 8 plus million members
(share-holders) of the bank. In 2012, government held 3 % of
the shares of the bank while the rest 97 % were held by the 8
plus million members of the bank who were from rural
Bangladesh. Of this 94 % were women, all of them of humble
ﬁnancial means and low educa on. Prof Yunus had consciously
focused on rural women because he believed that women were
stronger in ﬁgh ng poverty. As a result Grameen Bank was
essen ally an ins tu on built by the sweat and toil of rural
Bangladeshi women.
The ini a ves of 2011 and 2012 amounted to the government
taking over the Grameen Bank from the people who had
nurtured it into a unique ins tu on.
The arguments that the Bangladesh government put forward
for these steps were: (a) the elected members of the Grameen
Bank were not adequately educated and experienced to
manage the complexi es of a large banking ins tu on and (b)
the interest rates charged by the Grameen Bank was much
higher (at about 20 % per annum) compared to the normal
bank's interest rate (at about 12 %) in Bangladesh.
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The elected members were deﬁnitely not educated to become
directors in conven onal banks. Their strength was that they
have experienced poverty in ﬁrst-hand and have fought through
it to a level to be able to deliberate on helping others and on
deciding the course of ac on of the Grameen Bank. They have
risen through the ranks of Grameen Bank through integrity and
dedica on to the cause that the bank stood for; they were
acceptable to the rank and ﬁle of the members of the bank.
Whether rapport with the ground reality could subs tute highsounding qualiﬁca ons was a debatable point. Another
per nent ques on was: What added more strength and
sustenance to the Grameen Bank? Empowerment, dedica on
and the grit in swimming through the sea of poverty by the once
impoverished Bangladeshi ci zens or the high qualiﬁca ons
and experience of the bureaucrats?
As for higher interest rate, Grameen Bank argued that its loans
and advances were in smaller denomina ons and larger in
numbers making the cost of servicing the customers much
higher than in conven onal banks. The risk proﬁle of the
customers of Grameen Bank was also much higher than those
of the conven onal banks. This meant higher default-risks and
hence the need for increased provisions. This is a pa ern
observed in micro-ﬁnance organiza ons of other developing
countries also.
What was not stated, perhaps, was the lurking fear that Prof
Mohammad Yunus might enter poli cs and the goodwill he had
with 8 plus million shareholders of the Grameen Bank would
play havoc in rural Bangladesh. To add fuel to the ﬁre, some
months back Prof Yunus had ridiculed poli cians as a class in
some of his speeches.
The menacing moves of the government were viewed with
concern and alarm by development economists across the
world apart from the large number of shareholders in
Bangladesh. This was happening at a me when other
ins tu ons in Bangladesh, where government had signiﬁcant
control, were earning bad name for ineﬃciency and nepo sm.
Government and public projects were increasingly marked with
high level of corrup on. World Bank had cancelled ﬁnancial
assistance of US$ 1.2 billion to Padma Bridge Project on the
issue of corrup on at high places in the government (Bernstein,
2012).
At stake was the autonomy and sustenance of an ins tu on
built through grass-roots democracy in an innova ve and
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unique manner by millions of impoverished and mostly
illiterate, female social entrepreneurs as a collec ve enterprise.
Would Grameen Bank con nue to remain a light-house of hope
and aspira ons for the impoverished people across the globe or
would it fall behind the black curtain of me as a broken dream?
Prof Bala Bhaskaran wrote this case solely to facilitate classroom discussion. The case is not intended to illustrate either
eﬀec ve or ineﬀec ve handling of an administra ve situa on.
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Annexure-1: 16 Decisions
1. We shall follow and advance the four principles of Grameen Bank: Discipline, Unity, Courage and Hard work – in all
walks of our lives.
2. Prosperity we shall bring to our families.
3. We shall not live in dilapidated houses. We shall repair our houses and work towards construc ng new houses at the
earliest.
4. We shall grow vegetables all the year round. We shall eat plenty of them and sell the surplus.
5. During the planta on seasons, we shall plant as many seedlings as possible.
6. We shall plan to keep our families small. We shall minimize our expenditures. We shall look a er our health.
7. We shall educate our children and ensure that they can earn to pay for their educa on.
8. We shall always keep our children and the environment clean.
9. We shall build and use pit-latrines.
10. We shall drink water from tubewells. If it is not available, we shall boil water or use alum.
11. We shall not take any dowry at our sons' weddings, neither shall we give any dowry at our daughter's wedding. We
shall keep our centre free from the curse of dowry. We shall not prac ce child marriage.
12. We shall not inﬂict any injus ce on anyone, neither shall we allow anyone to do so.
13. We shall collec vely undertake bigger investments for higher incomes.
14. We shall always be ready to help each other. If anyone is in diﬃculty, we shall all help him or her.
15. If we come to know of any breach of discipline in any centre, we shall all go there and help restore discipline.
16. We shall take part in all social ac vi es collec vely.
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Annexure-2: Past Fourteen Years at a Glance (1997-2011) In Million US$
No

Particulars
Exchange Rate:
1US$=Taka

1
2

Authorised
Capital

Capital and
Other Reserve
Miscellaneous

4

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

45.45

48.5

51

54

57

57.9

58.45

60.31

65.79

69.91

68.62

68.72

69.1

70.39

79.67

11

10.31

9.8

9.26

8.77

8.64

8.55

8.29

7.6

7.15

7.2

50.93

50.65

49.72

43.93

Own Fund :
Paid-up Capital

3

1997

5.41

5.32

5.2

5

4.77

4.77

4.98

5.27

4.83

4.55

4.64

5.21

7.58

7.78

7.17

2.02

39.34

34.59

32.67

30.95

30.47

135.9

72.89

66.82

82.87

80.85

88.44

90

96.82

91.64

18.9

3.75

9.08

9.2

10.3

13.12

21.92

27.26

43.17

47.31

51.92

54.02

57.25

59.44

59.11

Sub-Total :

26.33

48.41

48.87

46.87

46.02

48.36

162.8

105.4

114.8

134.73

137.41

147.67

154.83

164.04

157.92

Deposits

109.5

107.67

108.8

113.2

125.8

154.6

227.7

345.4

482.9

634.27

758.92

940.09

1206

1492

1475

28.54

13.57

15.53

7.39

3.65

2.47

1.86

59.13

51.41

53.88

82.4

91.95

105.73

102.83

110.67

248.5

223.42

228.2

196.8

171.6

120.5

72.08

48.02

29.14

26.53

26.13

25.19

24.16

22.57

19.17

312

334.23

282

244.1

229.1

231.4

287.8

345.7

439.2

488.41

547.16

666.28

815.61

971.99

974.51

101.2

37.26

93.86

96.83

90.23

69.45

91.27

119.8

151.8

282.42

356.54

418.07

546.32

678.46

660.39

8.25

9.69

7.92

4.48

7.3

7.62

10.01

13.23

14.9

12.87

13.64

19.34

18.76

18.64

21.46

Fixed Assets

16.55

18.12

19.34

17.83

16.58

15.91

15.59

15.02

14.52

14.95

16.25

16.92

19.31

21.14

18.7

Other Assets

32.12

35.17

40.94

43.3

40.33

36.37

59.67

64.28

57.84

50.77

71.28

84.29

90.67

91.23

87.73

Total Assets

470.2

434.47

444.1

406.5

383.6

360.8

464.4

558

678.3

849.42

1004.9

1204.9

1490.7

1781.5

1762.8

8%

14%

17%

19%

20%

21%

57%

30%

26%

28%

25%

22%

22%

17%

Other Sources
of Fund

5

Borrowings

6

Assets :
Loan and
Advances
Investment
Cash and Bank
Balance

Own Fund as %
7

of Loan &

16%

Advances
Own Fund and
8

Deposits as %
of Loans &

44%

47%

56%

66%

75%

88%

136%

130%

136%

157%

164%

163%

163%

170%

168%

62.07

62.29

61.88

55.7

55.56

52.5

61.2

77.87

112.4

134.89

155.06

174.61

209.8

252.05

267.67

20.51

22.1

23.96

21.78

19.6

19.97

21.21

20.68

25.37

28.97

36.02

43

55.32

65.9

62.82

19.25

18.14

20

18.13

18

15.42

18.89

26.25

34.76

49.65

65.67

79.41

102.29

131.1

133.53

5.59

4.52

4.1

4.04

4.35

4.46

4.79

7.05

10.79

13.63

17.75

20.64

26.14

30.76

26.61

16.41

15.38

12.33

11.55

12.58

11.62

10.2

16.89

26.28

22.64

34.06

12.57

20.67

13.54

36.12

61.76

60.14

60.39

55.5

54.53

51.47

55.09

70.87

97.19

114.89

153.5

155.62

204.42

241.3

259.08

0.33

2.12

1.51

0.2

1.04

1.04

6.11

7

15.2

20

1.56

18.99

5.38

10.75

8.59

Advances
Total Income
9

(Before
Provision)

10

Expenses :
Salaries & Other
Related
Expenses
Interest
Expenses
Other Expenses
Provision
Expenses
Total
Expenses:

11

Net Prot
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12
13
14

Provision

50.69

61.59

66.45

70.17

63.18

64.4

60.68

49.35

41.12

40.42

67.98

80.09

82.37

76.7

91.21

0.42

1.32

4.45

4.15

15.89

9.41

13.31

26.36

30.4

24.69

10.78

7.31

22.11

17.36

12.38

0.13

0.14

0.12

0.2

0.82

1.81

2.28

2.55

12.95

9.17

6.19

14.64

9.71

8.24

4.96

2224

2653

2978

3248

3537

3811

4180

4615

5227

5954

5199.6

6095.8

7211.5

8445.3

8823.9

12628

12850

12427

11028

11841

11709

11855

13049

16142

20885

25283

24240

23283

22255

22128

2.27

2.37

2.36

2.38

2.38

2.48

3.12

4.06

5.58

6.91

7.41

7.67

7.97

8.34

8.37

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

64701

66712

67691

68467

68591

70928

74703

81609

99502

121755

136619

140976

144106

144619

144095

37937

39045

39706

40225

40447

41636

43681

48472

59912

74462

80678

83566

83458

81376

81380

1105

1137

1149

1160

1173

1178

1195

1358

1735

2319

2481

2539

2562

2565

2565

Balance
Bad Debt
Bad Debt
Recovery
Accumulated

15

Disbursement
(inclu. Housing
Loans)

16

Number of
Employees
Number of

17

Members(millio
n)

S.
No

Particulars

.
18

19

20

Number of
Centres
Number of
Villages
Number of
Branches

Source: http://www.grameen-info.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=39&Itemid=429

Annexure-3: Performance Indicators & Ra o Analysis, December 2011
No.

Particulars

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

57.9

58.45

60.31

65.79

69.91

68.62

68.72

69.1

70.39

79.67

391

467

558

678

849

1,005

1,205

1,491

1,781

1,763

Institutional characteristic:
Exchange Rate 1 US$ = Taka
1

2

Total assets (In million USD)
Number of ofces

1,332

1,357

1,525

1,944

2,626

2,813

2,884

2,911

2,914

2,912

11,699

11,846

13,038

16,142

20,885

25,283

24,240

23,283

22,255

22,128

1,178

1,195

1,358

1,735

2,319

2,481

2,539

2,562

2,565

2,565

Number of members (In millions)

2.48

3.12

4.06

5.58

6.91

7.41

7.67

7.97

8.34

8.37

Number of active borrowers (In
millions)

2.08

2.87

3.7

5.05

5.96

6.16

6.21

6.43

6.61

6.58

Number of active borrowers per
branch (year-end)

1,766

2,402

2,722

2,912

2,571

2,482

2,448

2,508

2,578

2,566

Number of loan ofcers

7,448

7,495

7,925

9,166

12,048

14,561

14,000

13,262

12,613

12,537

95.20%

95.44%

95.66%

96.27%

96.70%

96.85%

96.88%

96.79%

96.39%

96.12%

106

96

90

85

80

86

104

123

143

144

Number of employees
Outreach indicators:
3

Number of branches

4

5

6
7
8
9

28

% of women members

(%)

Average loan balance per
borrower (USD)
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10

11

12

13

14
15

16
17

18

Loan portfolio
Loans (Principal
Amount) disbursed (In
million USD)

274

369

435

612

727

731

906

1,151

1,366

1,362

Number of loans
disbursed (In millions)

2.13

3.19

3.81

5.09

6.45

6.37

7.18

8.25

8.61

8.00

Total loan outstanding
(gross) (In million
USD)

220

276

334

427

476

530

646

792

943

945

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Current (Performing)
loans (In million USD)

216

268

324

416

463

509

623

757

914

909

Overdue loans (In
milion USD)

2.00

6.35

6.11

7.28

8.51

14.91

17.99

20.82

8.99

1.99%

26.48%

24.72%

39.66%

18.32%

9.26%

22.22%

23.20%

21.26%

12.79
13.48
%

Sustainability/Protability ratios:
Return on equity
(ROE)
2.93%

10.63%

8.98%

21.22%

25.83%

1.79%

21.21%

5.64%

10.74%

8.97%

102.00
%

111.10%

109.88%

115.65%

117.41%

101.02%

112.20%

102.63%

104.46%

103.31
%

99.60%

107.88%

105.70%

110.40%

112.28%

94.84%

106.07%

99.21%

99.20%

95.79
%

Portfolio growth rate

Operating self
sufciency (OSS)
Financial self
sufciency (FSS) %

Asset / Liability management ratios:
19
20

21

Yield on gross portfolio
(nominal)

17.98%

18.51%

18.89%

19.24%

20.21%

19.12%

19.03%

19.43%

19.69%

19.80
%

Cost of funds ratio

5.19%

6.18%

7.15%

7.38%

8.07%

8.43%

8.56%

8.89%

9.24%

9.07%

Portfolio Quality:
Portfolio at risk ratio
(PAR)

1.77%

2.84%

2.94%

2.57%

2.69%

3.88%

3.67%

4.39%

3.01%

3.86%

291

399

487

579

520

442

465

509

552

11.19%

10.52%

9.22%

9.87%

9.71%

10.60%

10.83%

11.36%

11.24%

553
10.06
%

8.70%

8.12%

6.88%

6.92%

6.60%

7.11%

7.32%

7.71%

7.67%

7.07%

12.33

10.5

8.44

8.27

7.78

8.87

10.29

12.89

14.83

13.56

Efciency and productivity ratios:
22
23
24
25

Productivity per loan
ofcer
Operating expense
ratio
Personnel expense /
Loan portfolio
Cost per borrower (In
USD)
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Abstract
The case explores the challenges of managing centralized exams in a multi-campus educational institution without compromising on quality. It engages
technological tools modestly and comes up with a solution that demands better orientation of people and ne tuning of organisational processes but offers
tangible results in the bargain.
Key Words: Logistics. Academic Monitoring. Academic Management. Service Chain Management

Prologue
Col. Raj Reddy, Dean (Administra on) of Na onal School of
Business was literally telephone- ed on that late October
a ernoon of 2008: he was making fran c phone-calls to various
Campus Heads, several faculty members, the Chief Opera ng
Oﬃcer of Global Logis cs and several of its center managers to
ensure that the new system of logis cs that has been put in
place to manage the exams happen strictly as per plan. He had
engaged almost all his subordinates also on this project. He
seems to have put at stake his personal reputa on and
credibility in achieving a remarkable turnaround in managing
the examina on system of Na onal School of Business.

Background
Na onal School of Business (NSB) was established in 1997 as
private ini a ve of a management professional in bringing
about qualita ve changes in the management educa on of the
country. Mahesh Patwardhan, a leading management
consultant together with his close associates who were mostly
educa onists created a string of business schools with very high
focus on quality of academic delivery, ethical dealings and on
grooming the students to be leaders in their profession in
thought and deed. They created the Bhara ya Educa on Trust
at Pune and established a string of business schools located at
Pune, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Ranchi, Hyderabad and
Bangalore. Though they started with shoe-string budget, their

30

inten on caught the a en on of aspiring students and they
were able to create moderate to good quality of physical
facili es and an array of well-qualiﬁed faculty members at each
of the campuses. They associated with leading educa onal
ins tu ons in each of the ci es to avail physical facili es on
sharable basis but took extreme care in selec ng, induc ng and
grooming the faculty. The faculty team was nurtured through a
100 day induc on program ini ally and supplemented it by
extensive faculty development programs during every me the
student went on vaca on. They also ensured that the students
were selected through a rigorous process, gave them ample
exposure to the industry through industry visits, frequent
interac ons and prolonged internships. The curriculum was
benchmarked with the leading ins tu ons in the country and it
was delivered with rigorous process mapping and audit. These
ini a ves and the strict monitoring by Mahesh Patwardhan saw
that NSB gained in brand image in the shortest span of me as a
leading ini a ve in management educa on. Each of the six
campuses was registered with AICTE1as an autonomous
ins tu on, competent to grant the diploma of PGDM. However
Patwardhan insisted that management of all the campuses
should be monitored and controlled jointly; the curriculum
should be iden cal; the evalua on and cer ﬁca on process
should be joint and uniform under the overall umbrella of the
board of governors of which Mahesh Patwardhan was the
chairperson. Each campus was headed by Dean whose
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responsibili es included all academic ac vi es and the modest
administra ve ac vi es required to manage the campus and its
personnel. The system tried to maintain student-faculty ra o of
15; this was not always achieved due to non-availability of the
faculty resources of the requisite quality. Each campus had a
small administra ve team to help the Dean manage the campus
besides the academic team. The Dean was very o en referred
to as the Campus Head in view of the nature of the
responsibili es.
The Deans reported to the Director (Academic) who was based
at the Central Oﬃce at Pune as overall in charge of all academic
ac vi es. The administra ve and logis c support required to
manage the en re system consis ng of the campuses and the
Central Oﬃce was provided by a team headed by Dean
(Administra on) based at the Central Oﬃce. In terms of status
and posi on Dean (Administra on) ranked at par with the
campus heads. Over the years Dean Council has been evolved
consis ng of all the Deans and Director(Academic) which met
once every alternate month, on pre-decided dates with
elaborate agenda and deliberated and decided on all policy and
opera onal ma ers of academic and administra on. Mahesh
Patwardhan, the Chairperson of NSB invariably chaired these
mee ng and guided the delibera ons.
Whenever the campus heads came to Pune to a end the Dean
Council Mee ngs (DCM), which generally lasted for the full day,
each campus head also had to a end a Campus Review Mee ng
(CRM) pertaining to his/her campus. The CRM used to be
chaired by Mahesh Patwardhan with Director (Academic), Dean
(Administra on) and the concerned campus head as members.
CRM lasted for about two hours for each campus and was
organized either the day before or the day a er the DCM. It was
through these mee ngs that the en re academic system was
managed, monitored and controlled. With fair amount of
planning of these mee ngs the system did make steady and
signiﬁcant progress in the pursuit of its objec ves.

The Exam System
NSB adopted an evalua on system which envisaged 50% weight
to con nuous evalua on and 50% weight to the semester-end
exams. This was the pa ern in most of the courses oﬀered
under the semester system while there were excep ons in
courses which focused on prac cal skills like compu ng skills,
language proﬁciency, communica on skills, nego a on skills
etc. The semester-end exams were common to all the
campuses; the system ensured that answer papers were
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evaluated a er shuﬄing them around the diﬀerent campuses.
NSB had adopted the rela ve grading system; the process of
grading was done at the Central Oﬃce under the supervision of
Director (Academic).
The Central Oﬃce at Pune headed by Dean (Administra on)
managed the overall examina on system. The Campus Heads
appointed an Exam Coordinator at each campus from among
the faculty members available there. Every teaching faculty was
expected to generate a Ques on paper for the semester-end
exam in his/her subject and forward to the Central Oﬃce 40
days prior to the date of exam. This would ensure that the
Central Oﬃce would have a bank of ques on papers in each
subject on oﬀer. The Central Oﬃce would engage a small team
of faculty members in each subject to review the ques on
papers received. The purpose of the review was to ensure that
the ques on paper maintained the expected quality level and
the review team would select the paper to be administered by
either by choosing one from among the bank of papers or by
mixing and matching a set of those. The Central Oﬃce would
organise to print the requisite quan ty of ques on-papers and
dispatch the exam material to all campuses. The campuses
would conduct the exams as per schedule given by the Central
Oﬃce; a er the exam, the answer papers would be packed and
sent to diﬀerent campuses as per instruc ons from the Central
Oﬃce for evalua on.
The PGDM program was a two-year program divided into four
semesters. There were between 150 and 300 students in each
campus in each batch. In the academic year 2008-9, all answer
papers of Pune campus were sent to Mumbai campus for
evalua on; Papers from Mumbai campus were sent to
Ahmedabad Campus for evalua on; papers from Ahmedabad
campus went to Delhi; papers from Delhi campus went to
Ranchi campus and so on in a circular manner. This was the
prac ce evolved over the years; each year the des na ons
were altered to avoid predictability of the process. Each campus
on receipt of the answer-papers managed to evaluate them in
reasonable me and returned them to the original campus
while sending a marks-list to the Central Oﬃce. It was expected
that a faculty member can easily correct 50 answer-papers on a
day; in prac ce this target was easily achieved. Normally the
en re exam process used to be completed in a week from
Monday through Saturday. Local couriers were engaged by the
Campus Heads for dispatch of the answer papers. The Central
Oﬃce was keen that within 15 days of comple on of the exams
the evalua on should be completed, the marks should be
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tabulated, graded and ready for announcement of the results.
In prac ce this target was never achieved. The process of
evalua on and compila on of marks was taking almost four
weeks; grading used to take another ten days leading to a total
me span 6 to 7 weeks (a er the exams) for the results to be
ready. The Chairperson Mahesh Patwardhan was extremely
unhappy of this situa on. Prof. Vinay Srivastav, Director
(Academics) felt that post-exam ac vi es were taking too much
managerial a en on and me; he said that the en re system
was moving from exam to exam at the cost of pursuing crea ve
academic ac vi es.
In search of be er management of Exams
Col. Raj Reddy was asked by the Chairperson to study the
situa on and come up with eﬀec ve solu ons to bring down
the me lag between exams and results. His ini al study
revealed the reasons for the delay. Very o en the couriers were
not prompt in picking up the packets from the campuses.
Some mes the packets were not ready when the pick-up
person came to collect the packages. Deﬁnitely there were
instances of lack of coordina on between the campus and the
courier. Generally the couriers delivered within 24 hours. The
me taken by the faculty members to evaluate the papers
varied tremendously. The number of students at each campus
varied; as a result the ra o of papers to be evaluated at a
campus to the number of faculty available at the campus for
that subject varied from campus to campus. This resulted in the
evalua on load on the faculty not being uniform across the
campuses. Besides there was no system of monitoring the daily
evalua ons; Parkinson's Law was perhaps becoming relevant2.
Col. Reddy also realised that it was necessary to s pulate that
evalua on of answer-papers was the top priority job at that
point of me. This had not happened.
Col. Reddy met many Campus Heads individually and in groups
to explore their sugges ons to speed up the process. He talked
to many younger faculty members hoping that they would be
more open to new ideas. He also ini ated discussions with
courier/logis c ﬁrms to explore how the situa on could be
improved. One of the ﬁndings was about the a tude of the
faculty members. Faculty members were very sensi ve in
nature. They would not like to be pushed around; they would
like to work at their speed. NSB, for good or bad, had adopted a
predominantly process driven approach. Faculty members who
had migrated from tradi onal university system were not
comfortable with this. The tradi onal system was less process
driven, less me-bound and less result oriented. This was the
fundamental diﬀerence that Mahesh Patwardhan and his team
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were trying to create. Col. Reddy realised that he had to create
systems that were focused but at the same me they should not
rub the feathers in the wrong direc on.
Col. Reddy got an important insight when he got a mail from a
faculty member, Dr Ajay Ghosh who was based at the
Hyderabad Campus. Dr Ghosh wrote that Central Oﬃce needed
to do fair amount of planning before the commencement of the
exams. He observed that the packets of answer-papers reached
the oﬃce of the campus heads where they were expected to be
evaluated well in me. More o en than not the packets waited
there for days to be allocated to faculty members for evalua on.
The reasons were either the campus head was busy elsewhere
or the relevant faculty member was busy elsewhere. A er the
exams there would invariably be an academic break and many
faculty members took leave for personal work. If the alloca on
of the evalua on work is made in advance, the faculty could
plan his/her ac vi es and the evalua on work in advance. Since
there were limited number of faculty members in each subject
in each campus, Dr Ghosh wanted Central Oﬃce to plan the
alloca on of the evalua on work well in advance. In a
discussion with Prof Vinay Srivastav, Col. Reddy realised that the
shuﬄing of answer-papers among the campuses resulted in
unequal and dispropor onate evalua on work load on the
faculty. Prior planning could bring about balanced evalua on
load on the faculty members.
Dr Rahul Rajaraman, a faculty member from Bangalore campus
suggested that paying nominal compensa on for evalua on of
the answer-papers would prompt faculty members to complete
the task on me. Col. Reddy discussed this ma er with Prof
Vinay Srivastava. Prof Srivastava was not in favour of giving
compensa on for correc ng the papers. This ma er was
presented before the DCM also. Prof Srivastav argued that
evalua on of students was part and parcel of the teaching
assignment. Teaching a course to a set of students implied
comple ng the evalua on of the students in that course also.
The ques on of addi onal compensa on could be considered
only if the faculty member was required to evaluate more
answer-papers than the number of students he/she had taught.
This argument was well received and accepted by the DCM.
Prof Sarivastava explained that normally a faculty member had
teaching load of 9 credits2 in a semester; this meant he /she was
teaching 3 courses of 3 credits each at a me. Since the class size
was standardized to 60 students a faculty member had
maximum of 180 students at a me. Based on this argument
DCM decided that a faculty member should not be asked to
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evaluate more than 180 answer-papers at a me.
Col. Reddy realized that the number of faculty available for
evalua on of answer-papers in a given course was limited in
every campus. So it was necessary to map the faculty available
for evalua on of answer-papers in each course well ahead of
the exam schedule, take their conﬁrma on of availability for
evalua on and ensure that not more than 180 answer-papers
reached them immediately on comple on of the exam. On an
average a faculty could correct 50 answer-papers a day the each
faculty member should be given about 5 days to complete the
task of evalua on. This should be monitored and arrangements
should be made to collect back the evaluated answer-papers
promptly. To smoothen the movement of the answer-papers
back and forth, Col. Reddy ini ated dialogues with some of the
leading courier companies. He got concurrence from the DCM
that one courier company with na onal presence should be
engaged by the Central Oﬃce for the en re opera ons rather
than each campus head engaging local couriers at the local
level. Eventually, a er considerable dialogues and
nego a ons, Global Logis cs was chosen as oﬃcial courier of
NSB.
A New System
A er extensive discussions with the campus heads and the
representa ves of oﬃcial courier, Col. Reddy had ﬁrmed a
proposal to manage the logis cs connected with the
examina ons of NSB. The salient features of the proposal
envisaged the following:
The faculty members available to evaluate each
course were limited. They were iden ﬁed well ahead
of the exams and their availability was ascertained.
The Central Oﬃce made elaborate plans for
allotment of the evalua on work among the
concerned faculty members. The plan included which
faculty will get how much answer-papers, from which
campus on which date etc.
Ÿ Central oﬃce prepared arrangements to track the
movement of answer-papers right through the
evalua on process with targeted dates and actual
dates.
Ÿ The logis cs partner, the oﬃcial courier company
agreed to pick up the each packet of the answerpapers from the campus of origin to the evaluator
and back in due course with absolute integrity and
tracking facility at every stage.
Ÿ
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The logis c partner with the help of the Dean
(Administra on) created a 6-digit coding system. The
ﬁrst digit indicated the campus of origin. The second
digit indicated the day of exam (Monday=1, Tuesday =
2…….Saturday=6). The third digit indicated whether
exam was held in the morning or a ernoon (1 for
Morning session, 2 for a ernoon session). The fourth
and ﬁ h digits together indicated the name of the
course. The sixth digit indicated the packet number
within the given course.
Ÿ Based on the prior planning made by the Central
Oﬃce, the Branch oﬃce of the logis cs partner
(oﬃcial Courier) located in the city where each
campus was located, would get an instruc on sheet
every day. This instruc on sheet would indicate the
code numbers of the packets that will be made
available to the courier on that day in the morning
and a ernoon sessions of exams. It would also list the
addresses where each packet (iden ﬁed by the code
number) needed to be delivered. The courier will
generate the address slips and paste on the
respec ve packets as per the code numbers.
Ÿ The designated representa ve of the oﬃcial courier
would visit the campus at 12.30 pm to collect the
packets of the morning exams and at 5.30 pm to
collect the packets of the a ernoon exams.
Ÿ Each evaluator would get the packets assigned to
him/her within 24 hours of comple on of the exams.
Each packet was designed to carry 60 or less number
of answer-papers. No evaluator would get more than
180 answer-papers (3 packets) for evalua on. Each
evaluator is given ﬁve days me to complete the
evalua on. Each evaluator is given the phone number
of the oﬃcial courier; the evaluator is expected to call
the oﬃcial courier if evalua on is completed before
ﬁve days. In any case the oﬃcial courier had been
mandated to check with the evaluator from fourth
day onwards. There were reward points for early
comple on and penalty points for delayed
comple on.
Ÿ

Each packet would be collected by the oﬃcial courier
and dispatched to original campus from where it had
come from. The instruc on to the oﬃcial courier
would have the return address of each packet vis-àvis its code number.
Ÿ Each evaluator was mandated to enter the marks
Ÿ
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obtained in a standard datasheet along with the
evalua on process. He/she was expected to print a
hard copy of the mark-sheet, sign it and dispatch it
along with the respec ve packet. A so copy was
expected to be mailed to the Central oﬃce
simultaneously.
Ÿ Each campus was mandated to show the evaluated
answer-papers to the students with a view to ensure
transparency. Central Oﬃce on receipt of the so
copies of the mark-sheets would consolidate the
marks in each course and would carry out the rela ve
grading process. This would be followed by prin ng
of the grade cards.

Epilogue
The new system outlined above was rehearsed and tested in a
small scale at the Central Oﬃce prior to implementa on. Then
Col. Reddy ini ated the communica on exercise to implement
the system. He communicated a broad structure of the system
to everybody. But he made sure that each level was
communicated only those details that it needed to implement
the system. The successful execu on of the system required
clear understanding of the steps involved at various stages and
proac ve ac ons by the en re team located at mul ple
loca ons. Needless to say the new system was expected to
signiﬁcantly reduce the me-span between the exams and the
announcement of the results. It was also expected to reduce the
hiccups, minimize the tensions and bring about an overall

streamlining of the processes. But all that depended on how
smoothly the system was implemented. This was the prime
cause of the anxiety and tension that Col. Raj Reddy displayed
on that late a ernoon of October 2008.

End Notes:
Disclaimer: The case has been wri en by Prof Sandeep
Makwana and Prof P Bala Bhaskaran purely for the purpose
class-room discussion. It was not intended to comment
favorably or unfavorably about the management of an
administra ve situa on. Names of persons, organiza ons and
places have been changed to camouﬂage the iden ty of the real
personali es involved.
1. All India Council of Technical Educa on (AICTE) is a statutory
body created by Govt. of India under the AICTE Act to establish,
monitor and regulate private ini a ves of technical educa on.
Management educa on has been clubbed along with technical
educa on. Management Ins tu ons set up under the approval
of AICTE were en tled to award Post Graduate Diploma in
Management (PGDM) which was considered equivalent to the
MBA degree awarded by the Universi es in India.
2. Credits are the units of measurement of academic inputs.
Generally 1 credit is equivalent to 15 hours of class-room
instruc on. When we say a course has 3 credits it means that
the course envisages 45 hours of class-room instruc on spread
over the academic term say semester.
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Abstract
In 2009, due to its large budget decit of 15.3 %, Greece, a Member Nation of the European Union, entered into an economic crisis,. Even
after two nancial bail-outs, Greece was unable to recover from its debt crisis. Greece debt crisis is still a massive drawback for the euro
area and also to the global economy. This paper attempts to provide a macroeconomic perspective on the crisis by analyzing its background,
entry of Greece into the Euro area, macroeconomic performance through the years since entry, the reasons for Greek crisis, geopolitical
tensions surrounding the bail-out measures, and what lies ahead for the Greek government. The analysis presented in this paper is based on
the major macroeconomic indicators for the time period between 2001 and 2014.
Keywords: Euro Area, Greece, Economic Crisis, Macroeconomic Analysis.

1. Introduc on
The year 1999 marked the birth of euro issued on salary slips,
receipts and bills. However, only in the year 2002, did the
physical form of euro come into existence through banknotes
and coins. Introduc on of euro is a remarkable achievement in
the process of integra ng European economy, which started
with the forma on of European Economic Community in 1957
(Union, 2015). The European Economic Community allowed
free movement of goods, people, services and capital among
the Member Na ons. Even though common market was in
place, due to mul ple currencies, it was hard for the trade to
grow vigorously. In 1992, the Maastricht Treaty (also referred as
the “Treaty on the Func oning of the European Union”)
determined to have a strong and stable currency for Europe. So,
a er seven long years, the euro was introduced as a 'virtual'
currency in the year 1999. Euro became the second largest
economy in the world a er US dollar, with the expansion of the
euro area. The ul mate purpose of euro and EMU is to generate
greater amount of employment and proﬁt maximiza on, thus
allowing European economies to ﬂourish. Using euro as
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na onal currency has certain beneﬁts. Some of them are, a ﬁrm
and dependable currency, zero costs of currency exchange,
improvising economy, a bold say for the EU in the global
economy, and barrier free interna onal trade and gains.
The Euro group is a non-oﬃcial en ty where the discussions
around the responsibili es of euro are held by Finance
Ministers of the euro area. The primary role of the group is to
coordinate economic policies between the Member States of
the euro area. Once in six months, euro group puts its work
programme into ac on. The programme sets the framework for
future euro group mee ngs and iden ﬁes main areas of
a en on. The Member States of the European Union (EU) are
those who have embraced euro as the currency unit throughout
the euro area. As of now, there are nearly 340 million people in
the euro area, and it will tend to increase in future as the Union
expands. All the Member States of the European Union are
included within the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and
their economic ac vi es are coordinated in a way to fulﬁll the
objec ves of EU's economic growth and development.
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2. Euro Na ons

When euro came into existence in 1999, 11 countries of the
European Union made the cut to form the euro area. The 11
countries at that me were Austria, Belgium, Finland, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Portugal
and Spain. The latest addi on to the euro area was Lithuania in
2015, thus making 19 EU Member States. Greece entered in
2001 as the 12th member of the euro area. The other Member
States that have adopted euro as their currency include
Slovenia, Cyprus, Malta, Slovakia, Estonia, and Latvia. Member
Na ons that have not yet adopted euro are Bulgaria, Croa a,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Sweden,
and United Kingdom. Among the non-euro na ons, Denmark
and United Kingdom are 'opt-outs', and can join in future if they
wish to (Union, 2015).

3. The Maastricht Treaty
According to Ar cle 127(1) of the Treaty on the Func oning of
the European Union, the most important purpose of the
European System of Central Banks (referred as 'ESCB') is to
control price ﬂuctua ons and maintain stableness in the
market. Ar cle 127(2) of the Treaty deﬁnes the role of ESCB,
which includes se ng up and execu ng monetary policy of the
EU. The other roles include smooth func oning of payment
systems, and to deal with foreign reserves of the Member
Na ons. Even though Member Na ons are mostly responsible
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for economic policy within the euro area, respec ve na onal
governments must align their economic policies to achieve the
common goal of stability, growth and employment
(Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Func oning of the
European Union, 2012). The Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) is
one of the major tools for achieving EU's economic objec ve, by
introducing restric ons on large budget deﬁcits and
government debts.

4. Greek entry
Ar cle 3(1)(c) of the Maastricht Treaty states that the “Union
shall have exclusive competence in the areas of monetary policy
for the Member States whose currency is the euro.” According
to Ar cle 126(1) of the Treaty, the Member Na ons should be
free from exuberant government budget deﬁcits. Ar cle 126(2)
of the Treaty deﬁnes two criteria to maintain price stability and
growth. First, ra o of ﬁscal deﬁcit to GDP at market prices
should not be more than 3 per cent, and second, ra o of
government debt to GDP at market prices should not be more
than 60 per cent. In order to enter into the euro area, Member
States of the European Union are expected to sa sfy
'convergence criteria' laid out in the Maastricht Treaty. Ar cle
140 of the Treaty deﬁnes on the 'convergence criteria' that the
Member States should follow to make an entry into euro area.
The criteria are that the long-term interest rate should not
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exceed 2 %; inﬂa on rate should not be more than 1.5 %; and no
compe ve currency devalua ons with exchange rate
ﬂuctua ons not exceeding 2.5 % (Consolidated Version of the
Treaty on the Func oning of the European Union, 2012). Along
with this, Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) proposed by Germany
was to prevent Member Na ons from falling into large deﬁcits.
Greece, on the other hand, despite failing on mee ng the
'convergence criteria' (as seen in Table 1) entered the euro area
in 2001, with the help of top investment bankers fudging false
data about the macroeconomic condi ons of Greece.
Table 1: Greece’s Macroeconomic Status before 2001

Ratio of
Government debtGDP at market
prices
Ratio of Budget
decit-GDP at
market prices
Ination rate
Long-term
interest rate

1998

1999

2000

Limit

89.2 %

88.5 %

99.64
%

60 %

4.13 %

3.38 %

-

3%

4.53 %

2.15 %

2.89 %

1.5 %

8.48 %

6.30 %

6.10 %

2%

Source: Eurostat (extracted on 13.08.2015)

As seen from the (Table 1) above, it was obvious that Greece
was never eligible to enter the euro area and the current
outcome was not en rely unan cipated. Despite failing to meet
the requirements of the convergence criteria, EU qualiﬁed
Greece to enter the euro area in 2001. Greece, which is situated
at the east corner of Europe, came into the ambit of EU, as a 12th
Member State. By adding Greece into the euro area, EU wanted
to show the world that it is the largest Union of Na ons, and can
handle Na ons even at the far end.

Appendix-Table 3).
In 2001, immediately a er entering the euro area, Greece's
debt-to-GDP ra o was 100.1%. During the Athens Summer
Olympics, debt-to-GDP ra o reduced to 95.07 %, one of the
lowest over the years. When the crisis triggered in 2009, the
debt-to-GDP ra o was at 126.77 %, jumping from 109.3 the
previous year. Recently in 2014, the debt-to-GDP ra o has
shown a tremendous increase registering 176.31 %, a highly
unsustainable ra o. Current account balance during 2001 was
at -6.8 %, lowest registering in the year 2008 at -14.4 %. In the
year 2013, it was at 1.2 %, highest over the years a er Greece
entry into the euro area. Long-term interest rates in 2001 were
at 5.3 %, the lowest seen in 2005 at 3.6 %. From the year 2005,
interest rates were increasing at a steady rate and it reached the
peak in 2012 at 22.5 %. Unemployment rate.
Unemployment rates during the Greek entry were at 10.7 % in
2001. The lowest unemployment rate was seen in the year 2008
at 7.8 %. In the year 2013, the rate was at 27.5 %, highest among
the dura on of fourteen years, the reason being economic crisis
and its austerity measures. In 2014, the unemployment rate
was registered at 26.6 %. Greek's budget deﬁcit was at the peak
in 2009 at 15.3 %, which asked for bail-out funds and
consequent austerity measures and reforms (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Macroeconomic Performance: 2001-2014

5. Greece's macroeconomic performance: 2001 –
2014
When Greece joined the euro area in 2001, its GDP per capita
was US$ 20,696.1, the lowest in the me span of fourteen years.
In 2004, it was US$ 25,109.7, an increase of 17.6 %, the reason
being the event of Summer Olympics in Athens. Among all, the
highest GDP per capita (US$ 30,872.4) was observed in the year
2008. For the year 2014, it was US$ 26,015.6, declining
considerably over the years. The ra o of Real Eﬀec ve Exchange
Rates (REER) in 2001 was 85.3 per cent, the lowest in the
fourteen year dura on. The ra o reached to its peak in 2009
registering a high of 101.4 per cent. In the year 2014, the ra o
has come down to 95.3 per cent. Total tax revenue for the year
2001 stands at 33.2 per cent, the highest of revenue collected in
2002 at 33.9 %. Over the fourteen year period, total tax revenue
of the Greece government ﬂoated between 30 % and 34 % (see
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Over the years, the budget deﬁcit was ﬂuctua ng wildly; in
2014, it was 3.5 %. In 2001, the General government debt of
Greece was at 113%. In 2003, surprisingly it was at its lowest for
the fourteen year period, registering 105.9 %. Over the years,
due to various austerity measures and economic crisis, Greek's
general government debt has increased, reaching its peak in the
year 2013 at 179.2 %. In terms of real GDP, the growth rate was
at 3.74 % during 2001, and the highest was observed at 6.64 %
in 2003. From 2006 onwards, the growth rate was declining and
in the year 2011, it registered a nega ve growth rate at 8.86 %.
Recently in 2014, real GDP growth rate was at 0.77 %. Growth
rate of Gross ﬁxed capital forma on (otherwise called
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'investment') in the year 2001 was at 1.42 %, and in the year
2007, it registered a highest of 17.78 % for the fourteen year
period. The lowest growth rate of investment was observed in
the year 2012 at -28.66 %, in the year of the second bail-out. The
growth rate of investment was at 2.66 % in the year 2014.
Inﬂa on rate (Consumer Price Indices of all items) was at 3.4 %
in the year 2001. Highest growth rate of inﬂa on was registered
in 2002 at 3.6 % and the lowest was at -1.3 % in the year 2014.
The growth rate of FDI inﬂows into Greece in 2001 was 0.1 %.
Surprisingly, FDI inﬂows peaked to 24.4 % in the year 2003,
when the announcement for Athens Olympics was made. When
the economic recession hit the country, the growth rate of FDI
inﬂows was at –0.5 %. Recently available data for the year 2013
shows that the country's growth rate of FDI inﬂows was at 0.5 %
(Figure 1).

6. Greek crisis
From 2001 to 2007, with huge inﬂows of euro, Greece's GDP
progressed considerably almost equaling the euro area's
average. Despite economic growth in the country, Greece faced
some serious issues that lead to the current situa on of debt
crisis. To start with, most of the economic prosperity was
backed by foreign indebtedness rather than equity. As a result,
markets were vola le suscep ble to market ﬂuctua ons.
Second, increased inﬂows of foreign direct investment, for
instance, US$ 5357.9 million in 2006, and US$ 4489.9 million in
2008, allowed the Greek government to generate larger public
sector employment, and increment subsidies, pensions, and
also pay greater salaries. But, there were certain ins tu onal
loopholes such as early re rement op ons that allowed
genera on of sunk costs. Third, since the entry into the euro
area, Greece has never met the 'convergence criteria' not even
for once ll date. By 2009, the general government deﬁcit was
at 15.3 %, the highest over the years, with the general
government debt at 134.6 %. Such poor performance in the
country's economy created limited interest among private
investors to investment. Fourth, the total tax revenue was
lowest in the year 2009 at 30.5 %, since Greeks are habitual tax
evaders and their tendency to prefer cash over bank
transac ons. Due to above men oned reasons, the Greek crisis
triggered during late 2009, when credit ra ng agencies were
uncertain of Greece's debt condi ons, and downgraded the
country's worth.

Bail-out funds
In May 2010, the troika (European Commission, European
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Central Bank, and Interna onal Monetary Fund) reacted to the
Greek debt crisis by lending US$ 144.74 billion (Euro110 billion)
as ﬁrst bail-out fund. This fund was provided for the purpose of
preven ng sovereign default, and to meet the ﬁnancial needs of
the government from May 2010 to June 2013. The funding was
provided along with austerity measures, ins tu onal reforms
and priva za on, but didn't happen in any signiﬁcant way. In
February 2012, EU came up with a second bail-out fund of US$
166.67 billion ( Euro 130 billion), along with US$ 61.54 billion (
euro 48 billion) to recapitalize banks. This bail-out fund included
debt write-oﬀ of 53.5 % for private creditors holding Greek
government bonds. The measures included 22 % cut in
minimum wages. Even the second bail-out fund failed
eventually. Later in July 2012, when the condi on of Greece had
not shown any improvement, ECB chief of that me announced
that policy makers will do anything to save the euro area, which
made the markets soar. In December 2012, Interna onal
Monetary Fund commi ed loan of another US$ 10.51 billion
(euro 8.2 billion) as a means to support Greece to come out of
its debt crisis. But, in January 2014, Syriza government led by
Alexis Tsipras came to power with the poli cal agenda of ending
further austerity measures. Out of 358.89 billion US dollars (323
billion euro) debt, Greek has to pay US$ 44.44 billion (euro 40
billion) to private banks, another US$ 44.44 billion (euro 40
billion) to IMF and ECB, and the remaining US$ 279 billion (euro
243 billion) to the euro area Member States led by Germany,
France, Italy and Spain. In March 2015, ECB introduced
'quan ta ve easing' to the euro area Member States to
maintain price stability of euro, and to avoid bankruptcy. In July
2015, with the total debt at US$ 358.89 billion (euro 323 billion),
public debt at 170% of GDP and unemployment rate at 26%,
Tsipras government rejected the last troika proposal and called
for referendum. Despite 61 % of results declared 'NO' through
referendum, Tsipras had to agree to the terms and condi ons of
the creditors, failing to comply would lead to bankruptcy and
poli cal tension across the country.

The recent bail-out condi ons
The third bailout package that Tsipras government agreed upon
was to hand over US$ 55.56 billion (euro 50 billion) of Greek
assets to a special fund that will be dedicated solely to paying oﬀ
debt. In return, Greece will get US$ 91.1-95.6 billion (euro 82-86
billion) as bailout fund over a period of three years dura on .
The latest measures include higher taxes, cuts to government
pensions, IMF's close supervision on the domes c economy,
and public administra on will be overhauled under the
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equally sharp eye of the European Commission. Short-term
loans Greek government had sought would not be forthcoming
in the absence of a full bail-out. There could be no backtracking
on commitments the Greeks had already made on issues such
as pension reform and VAT. Reforms must come before any
discussion on restructuring Greece's debt (ASSOCIATED PRESS,
2015). Third bail-out would involve fresh condi ons in areas like
product-market reforms and collec ve bargaining rules. Mr
Tsipras gave way to IMF demands on VAT, agreeing that most
goods should come under the highest 23 % rate, and scrapping
the 30 % discount enjoyed by Aegean islanders. Change in
Pension System include condi ons such as – with immediate
eﬀect, minimum pensions will be payable only at 67, the
statutory re rement age; many loopholes that let people re re
early will close. By 2023 almost all people will be eligible to
re re at the earliest at 62 with payments actuarially reduced
from the amount they would get at 67, unless they have
contributed for 40 years.

7. Deepening of the crisis
Because of the brinkmanship drama played by Tsipras and the
creditors, Greeks debt crisis has deepened further. With capital
controls in place and restricted withdrawal of money, it is
diﬃcult for the Greek economy to func on smoothly.
Prospec ve losses from a surge in non-performing loans,
already very high at 34 % at the end of 2014 will eat into bank
capital. On 2015 July 23rd, the ECB provided another set of
reforms with Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) worth Euro
900 million. Without money to compensate wages and
pensions, the Greek government will have to issue IOUs,
crea ng an informal parallel currency, trading at a huge
discount. Greece has slipped back to a mostly cash economy,
with capital controls and shu ered banks. Although concern
about a “Grexit” has subsided once again, households and
especially businesses may now worry about a “bail-in” of big
deposits (above Euro 100,000) – conver ng some of them to
equity – in order to recapitalize the banks, as happened in
Cyprus in 2013. EU's bail-in rule is not supposed to apply un l
2016, but if introduced, would destroy the working capital of
small and medium-sized economic ac vi es, the country's
central cohesive source of support and stability.
Geopoli cs surrounding the bail-out and the crisis
There are Eurocrats who fear that Grexit might compound
Europe's migra on problem. Over 63,000 migrants (mainly
Syrians) have arrived in Greece this (2015) year. The EU relies on
“frontline” states like Greece to ﬁngerprint and register as many
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such people as possible. This co-opera on, never solid, could
break down en rely. Geopoli cal concerns loom large, too. For
months some Europeans have feared that a Syriza-led
government might seek to strengthen Greece's long-standing
es with Russia. Some European Ins tu ons are already
drawing up plans for humanitarian assistance packages for a
post-Grexit Greece.

8. The Greek future
On June 30th Greece failed to make US$ 1.72 billion (euro 1.55
billion) payment to the IMF, the biggest default in the fund's
history. Five years into the debt crisis, the country has suﬀered a
loss of 25 per cent of its GDP and a debilita ng rise in
immisera on and the unemployment rate. For all of their railing
against austerity, Greek leaders mostly cut deﬁcits instead of
promo ng growth. In the longer term some hope that the
European Stability Mechanism (ESM), permanent bail-out fund
of US$ 555.56 billion (euro 500 billion) can become a European
Monetary Fund (EMF) that could oversee future rescues,
freeing IMF from its European burden. When the earlier bailouts were agreed to, it was feared that Grexit would cause so
much panic in the markets that other vulnerable countries
might also be pushed into default. But since then the ECB has
put in place a programme of quan ta ve easing that has kept
bond yields low. When Greece eventually got the debt
forgiveness in 2012, its oﬃcial debt to public ins tu ons was
excluded. This is the real scandal of the Greek crisis. The current
deal is really tough in terms of the ﬁscal targets; it's puni ve,
focused on tax hikes rather than cu ng expenditures, and
probably makes li le macroeconomic sense. By forcing the
government to remove ins tu onal barriers to compe on and
innova on the deal will create a sound basis for economic
growth and development. In another triumph of wishful
thinking, the deal also reckons Greece can soon borrow in

private markets. Although previous bail-outs have greatly
reduced the burden of interest payments to the euro area
creditors, which start only a er 2020, Greece's debt stock
is now projected to peak at 200 % of GDP. The only op on
is debt relief. Yet the euro area has put oﬀ the decision of
whether to extend maturi es for another day. The latest
Euro summit made it clear that Greek membership of the
Euro is transac onal and con ngent. Greece's debt status
is extremely unsustainable as IMF's Chief Chris ne
Lagarde pointed out. To achieve sustainable economy,
Greece needs measures such as a nominal haircut of
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50 %, interest rate concessions of 70 %, or a debt rescheduling
to a 20 year weighted average maturity. In order to avoid 'Grexit'
some leniencies are required such as debt relief, thus preserving
hard earned sixty years of progress as EU (Consiglio & Zenios,
2015).
Despite causing turbulence among the euro area, what would
be the case of Greece's exit (Grexit)? The other side of the
argument is that, Greece should bailout and get out of the euro
area, freeing itself and start a new beginning. Two immediate
nega ve aspects of Grexit would be that, emergency liquidity
assistance (ELA) oﬀered to Greek banks would be stopped, and
introducing drachma would increase inﬂa on immediately. On
rewinding Greece's history into the euro area, tells us that,
Greece never met the standards, to be a part of the euro area.
Economic experts suggest that, Greece itself should go out of
the euro area, and start a new economic recovery, since it has
the poten al to improve more quickly (BIRD, 2015). Going out
of the zone voluntarily would yield considerable beneﬁts for the
country, like a new born. First is the beneﬁt of bringing back its
own currency drachma into world market, which allows them to
pull investors and export cheaply, crea ng employment
opportuni es in large numbers. In the past half-decade, euro
has been an obstacle in the growth of the country. Devaluing
drachma will have high ﬁnancial gains, since Greece is known
for its high income from tourism industry that contributes
nearly 18 % of its GDP. The other sectors which would see
growth are agriculture industry and service industry along with
tourism industry. The other beneﬁt will be to have an
independent central bank with its own discre on, irrespec ve
of currently held ECB to carry out monetary policies. The most
important of all is to collect tax and have autonomy in decision
making rather than receiving cri cism from EU and IMF, as
instructed by Germany and others. It is high me that Greece
should use this chance as an opportunity to learn from its
mistakes and progress towards economic welfare.
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APPENDIX
Table 2: Chronology pf the Greek Crisis

2009 (Sept – Oct)
2010 (Apr – May)
2010 (Oct – Nov)
2012 (Jan – Feb)
2012 (Feb – Mar)
2012 (May – Jun)
2012 (Jun – Jul)
2013 (Feb – Mar)
2015 (Feb – Mar)
2015 (May – Jun)

Papandreou reveals large budget decit
First Greek bail-out; Portuguese bail-out
Irish bail-out
Second Greek bail-out
Second Greek write-down nalized
Spanish bank bail-out
ECB will do “whatever it takes” to
preserve the euro, lowering bond yields
Cypriot bail-out
ECB quantitative easing begins
Tsipras calls referendum; Tsipras calls
referendum; Bail-out expires, Greece
defaults on euro 1.5 billion payment to
IMF

Table 3: Macroeconomics Performance - a. Greece - Overview

Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Real
GDP
growth
rate
(%)
3.7
3.2
6.6
5.0
0.9
5.8
3.5
-0.4
-4.4
-5.4
-8.9
-6.6
-3.9
0.8

Invest
ment
growth
rate
(%)
1.4
-1.1
15.7
5.5
-12.9
17.4
17.8
-6.6
-13.2
-20.9
-16.8
-28.7
-9.5
2.7

Current
account
balance
(%)
-6.8
-6.7
-6.5
-5.4
-7.3
-10.9
-14.0
-14.4
-10.8
-9.4
-10.0
-2.6
1.2
..

Ination
growth
rate: CPI
all items
(%)
3.4
3.6
3.5
2.9
3.5
3.2
2.9
4.2
1.2
4.7
3.3
1.5
-0.9
-1.3

Longterm
interest
rates (%)
5.3
5.1
4.3
4.3
3.6
4.1
4.5
4.8
5.2
9.1
15.7
22.5
10.1
6.9

Table 3-b: Economic Indicators
Year

Fiscal
decit
growth
rate
(%)

Inows
of FDI
(US
dollar,
billions)

Debt
ratio of
GDP
(%)

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

..
..
..
..
5.6
6.1
6.7
9.9
15.3
11.1
10.2
8.7
12.3
3.5

1.59
0.05
1.28
2.10
0.62
5.36
2.11
4.49
2.44
0.33
1.14
1.74
2.57
..

100.1
98.28
94.26
95.07
106.85
103.41
103.08
109.3
126.77
146.01
171.34
156.89
174.93
176.31

Gener
al
govern
ment
debt
(%)
113.0
111.8
105.9
107.6
111.4
117.8
112.8
117.2
134.6
128.3
110.2
164.2
179.2
..

Total
unempl
oyment
rate (%)

10.7
10.3
9.7
10.6
10.0
9.0
8.4
7.8
9.6
12.8
17.9
24.5
27.5
26.6
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Table 3-c

Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Real effective
exchange rates
ratio (%)
85.3
88.0
93.6
95.8
95.9
96.6
98.0
99.8
101.4
100.0
100.6
96.8
95.8
95.3

CHANDRASEKHAR, C., & GHOSH, J. (2015, July 21). A short history of
debt relief for the Germans. BusinessLine , p. 9.

Total tax
revenue (%)

Charlemagne: The dark clouds of peace. (2015, July 18th-24th). The
Economist , p. 48.

33.2
33.9
32.3
31.5
32.1
31.6
32.5
32.1
30.5
31.6
32.2
33.8
..
..

Charlemagne: The EU and Greece. (2015, June-July, 27th-3rd). The
Economist , p. 46.
Charlemagne: Why the EU cannot muddle through. (2015, July 4th10th). The Economist , p. 47.
Consiglio, A., & Zenios, S. A. (2015, August 12). Greek debt
sustainability: The devil is in the tails. Retrieved August 13, 2015,
from The Greek Crisis: h p://www.greekcrisis.net/2015/08/greekdebt-sustainability-devil-is-in.html

End Notes
Exchange-rate of Euro to US dollar assumed at various
points of me are shown in the table below
Ref.no.

Date/year

1
2
3,4,5,6

2010
2012
2015

Exchange-rate:
US$
0.76
0.78
0.90

Euro per

Source: Data extracted on 13th Aug 2015 05:58 UTC (GMT)
from OECD. Stat
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Abstract
Mission Make-in-India has been promoted as a panacea for all the ills of the manufacturing sector of Indian economy. This paper is an
attempt to understand 'Make-in-India,' distinguish it from 'made-in-India', explore its relevance in the current context of India, explore the
sectors that can make a difference through the mission and explore the managerial challenges of making the mission a reality.
Key Words: Make in India. Import Substitution. Export Promotion. Value capture. Value addition.

Preamble:
In the post-2014 context of India, 'Make-in-India' (MII) has
emerged as a mission or buzzword synonymous with the
ini a ves of making India a manufacturing hub, of enhancing
the share of the Indian manufacturing sector in the GDP of the
economy, of increased employment opportuni es to teeming
millions of Indian youths and many more. This paper is an
a empt to unravel the meaning and relevance of the phrase, to
explore its diﬀerence vis-à-vis the earlier ini a ves of export
promo on and import subs tu on, to explore its relevance in
the context of India's current stage of economic development,
and to assess the managerial challenges of achieving the goals
envisaged through the 'Make-in-India' mission.

Meaning and Relevance of MII:
The concept of import subs tu on envisaged making of
products for domes c consump on using domes c resources
thereby conserving the precious foreign exchange. The concept
of export promo on envisaged use of domes c resources to
make products of demand in the external markets so that the
country is able to earn foreign exchange. Both the concepts
envisaged be er u liza on of domes c resources on one side;
the former envisaged conserva on of the foreign exchange
while the la er envisaged earning of the foreign exchange1.
Both concepts envisaged making goods domes cally - made-in-
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India. The higher the indigenous content in the product, the
more made-in-India it would be. In the MII concept, place of
manufacture or the percentage quantum of indigenous content
is not the prime factor of signiﬁcance. The prime factor of
signiﬁcance is the percentage value addi on within the country.
“… When Apple started selling smart-phones for $300, China's
share from assembly was just $7. Apple got $150 of the value
through innova on, marke ng and proﬁts. The remaining value
was split among component suppliers, transporters and other
minor partners.”2
The essen al diﬀerence is the focus being given to valueaddi on or value-capture happening within the country. In the
above example, the smart-phone may be manufactured in
China; but signiﬁcant share of the value-addi on is grabbed by
Apple, a US ﬁrm making Apple a make-in-USA story. Micromax,
Karbon and Lava are Indian smart-phone ﬁrms trying to
replicate the Apple strategy. Micromax has already replaced
Samsung as the largest seller of smart-phones in India. The
phones are manufactured in China, but they are conceptualized
and designed in India and the major por on of the valuecapture also is taking place in India.
The signiﬁcant value-capture happens through innova ons in
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technology, innova ons in product-design and innova ve
marke ng. In the ba le for value-capture the compe ve asset
that comes into play is the capability for innova on. This
phenomenon is quite in sync with Porters theory on the stages
of economic development3. When an economy shows signs of
the innova on-driven stage of development, its capability for
innova ons should be high and at this stage the economy and
the ﬁrms within it would be competent to achieve signiﬁcant
value-capture. India and its ﬁrms now need to stretch wings in
this direc on.
What happens to the ﬁrms in an economy that has not reached
the innova on-driven stage of economic development? What
happened to China in the case of Apple smart-phones cited
earlier? Since China was not competent or equipped to
compete with Apple in the business of smart-phones, for the
present it needed to be sa sﬁed with huge volumes of business
it got from Apple even though the per unit value-addi on was
meager. At this stage it competence was in manufacturing the
product at a low cost. May be over the years it would acquire
competence to grab higher percent of value-addi on; at that
me it would gradually move up the value chain. What
happened to Maru Udyog Ltd (MUL) when Suzuki Motor
Company collaborated with it for the ﬁrst me? In the early
1980s, when Suzuki collaborated with MUL, MUL was in no
posi on to grab any value out of the ﬁnal product being churned
out. Most of the components were imported and the designs
were literally owned by Suzuki4. Over the years MUL developed
competence to make most of the components indigenously and
the produc on capacity also had grown. Today, even though
Suzuki owns most of MUL, the facili es in India are fairly
developed and Suzuki can possibly consider making
automobiles for third country exports from India. Signiﬁcant
part of the value-capture, in such a situa on, could happen in
India.
One of the triggers for ini a ng MII as a mission was the hope
that it would help balance the structure of the economy. In the
last quarter of the twen eth century, the IT boom had boosted
the share of the services sector in the Indian economy to
59.93% of GDP in 2013-14 while the manufacturing sector
accounted for 16.80%. Most of the Asian neighbors had more
robust manufacturing sectors: China (32%), Malaysia (24%),
Thailand (34%), Indonesia (24%) and Philippines (31%)5. Policy
makers and economists had a suspicion whether the skewed
growth of the services sector would be sustainable in the longrun. At the same me China was emerging as the manufacturing
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hub of the world. They wanted the Indian manufacturing sector
to be more robust and hence they thought of MII as a policy
ini a ve. It was hoped that this would also generate signiﬁcant
employment opportuni es for the teeming millions of young
Indians.
Has India entered the Innova on-driven stage of economic
development?
To be able to take full advantage of MII as a policy ini a ve, the
economy must have entered the innova on-driven stage of
economic development. Has India reached this stage? Has
Indian ﬁrms acquired enough knowledge assets to be signiﬁcant
in the domain of innova on?
A cursory look at the history of economic development of India
would indicate that India has been in the factor-driven stage of
economic development in the pre-independence era and right
through the 1950s. India started entering the investmentdriven stage of economic development in the early 1960s and
this con nued ll the late 1980s. The gradual emergence of
innova on-driven stage of economic development can be seen
in the post liberaliza on era when economy became open and
the fresh air of compe on started blazing through 6 .
Globaliza on, emergence of global ﬁrms and compe on
based on knowledge assets etc commenced only since the
1990s. Indian economy deﬁnitely is not homogenous; but it is
reasonable to presume that some segments and layers of it
have entered the innova on-driven stage of economic
development. Evidence of this can be seen from the
innumerable instances of innova ons happening in the
economy.
Use of second-hand machinery in the sectors of
tex les, pulp& paper etc were quite common among
Indian industries for decades. European
manufacturers discard their facili es a er certain
speciﬁed years of working life. Such facili es were
available at throw away prices; Indian businessmen
and their technologists used to ﬁnd them useful for the
Indian condi ons and the market for another span of a
decade or so with necessary recondi oning besides
such facili es and equipments being far more
aﬀordable to the domes c purchasing power. Very
o en the European manufacturers were discarding the
facili es not because they had lived out their
produc ve lives, but advanced and upgraded versions
had come into the market and replacement was
inevitable due to compe ve pressures. In the 1970s
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the en re plant of Scooters India Ltd, near Lucknow
was established on the basis of acquiring the
discarded facili es of Innocen in Italy7 . In the late
1980s Essar Gujarat8 established its ﬁrst sponge iron
plant near Surat based on imported second-hand
machinery from Germany. Arvind Mills Ltd9, a leading
ﬁrm in tex les with signiﬁcant presence in denim had
me and again availed second-hand machinery from
Europe. Many of the midsized paper and pulp mills had
imported their basic produc on machinery by way of
second-hand imports. In fact in the 1970s and 1980s
when machinery imports were controlled through
licenses and permits of Govt of India, there was a
dis nct policy to allow second-hand machinery in
many of the sectors. The only pre-condi on was that
the domes c buyer must obtain Chartered Engineer's
cer ﬁca on regarding the residual produc ve life of
the machinery10.
In the early 1990s when washing machines became
popular in India, rural entrepreneurs of Punjab
contrived the machine to mass-produce consistent
quality of 'lassi'11. This boosted the sale of washing
machines across Punjab. Close on the heels, the
villagers of Punjab found a new applica on for Godrej
Hair-dye12: using the hair-dye to give a shine to the
buﬀaloes being taken to the ca le market; possibly the
buﬀaloes looked younger and healthier and fetched
the owner be er prices! Swaminathan Aiyar describes
about a mobile charging sta on found on a small town
on the highway near Berhampur in West Bengal that
did not have electricity supply. On inquiry it was found
that the vendor of the shop operated the facility out of
power drawn from an old automobile ba ery. During
the night he would take the ba ery to a nearby town
that had electricity supply and get it charged13.
A doctor in Jaipur designed and created a prosthe c
foot, nick-named Jaipur Foot14, customized to the
rugged condi ons in India at a cost of $30 whereas a
comparable product in US was cos ng almost $8000. A
re red eye-surgeon, Dr G Venkatswamy together with
a group of friends, in 1976 started a non-proﬁt en ty in
Madurai, Tamil Nadu, to provide eye-care at
aﬀordable prices and revolu onized the concept of
eye-care in India. Today this venture has facili es at
mul ple loca ons in southern India, it has handled 32
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million pa ents and has carried out 4 million eyesurgeries ll 2012. It has the world's largest facility for
making IOLs (Intra Ocular Lens) in the world15.
Banking sector in India, with the introduc on of
computers, internet technology, mobile telephony and
the ubiquitous Aadhar Card (Universal Iden ﬁca on
No.) has been undergoing a silent revolu on in its
processing capability, speed of transac on, access to
the smallest customers and above all inclusiveness16.
Cancer immunotherapy17 is one of the latest research
areas in ﬁgh ng cancer; lot of progress has been made
in US and UK. Surprisingly there is a start-up ﬁrm,
Western Region Pharmaceu cals P Ltd working on this
area, in Ahmedabad, and it has reached a stage of
clinical trials. If this ﬁrm succeeds in its a empt it
would have far reaching impact on the success-rate of
cancer treatment and the cost of handling chronic
cases. Similarly an SME named Sahajanand Laser
Technologies Ltd, Gandhinagar is engaged in making
laser cu ng machines for very precision applica ons
including the diamond industry. This ﬁrm also is a startup and is yet to bloom to its full poten al. These startups would sooner than later unleash an avalanche of
innova ons and transform the industrial scenario in
the country.
Tata-nano is another example of innova on in the
country18. In 2009, Tata Motors launched the Tatanano at a price-tag of Rs 100,000 ($2,500 approx at the
prevailing exchange-rate). The economy car with the
lowest price-tag produced ll that me was the one
produced by Renault at $5000. Tata-nano did not
succeed in the market; but its achievement lay in
producing a car at an unimaginable price-tag. Tata
Motors have introduced a modiﬁed version in 2014 at a
price-tag of Rs 240,000 (approx $4,000 at the current
exchange of 2015). Tata Motors has demonstrated
marvelous technological and managerial feat by
holding the cost at such levels. Could it use this
capability to manufacture Jaguar and Land rover,
which are also in the stable of Tata Motors, at dis nctly
low costs? If it could, then Tata Motors would emerge
as a global leader in the automobile sector.
The much publicized Mars Mission19 of the Indian Space
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Research Organisa on (ISRO) during 2013 and 2014
was accomplished at an overall cost of $74 million. A
similar mission of NASA (Mission MAVEN) has been
accomplished at a cost $671 million. ISRO has been
successful at the ﬁrst try while such an achievement
has eluded NASA. Based on this technological
achievement and the inherent cost advantage, ISRO
has started ge ng inquiries from many countries to
launch their space missions.
Vijay Govindrajan deﬁned the concept of 'reverse
innova on'20 as a process of developing innova ve
products and processes in the developing countries
and taking them to the rest of the world. He argued
that the necessity for such innova ons is more
poignant in the developing countries. The series of
examples only form a tes mony to the concept
propounded by Vijay Govindrajan.
Be it telecom, insurance, banking, bio-technology,
medicine, space science or consumer goods individual
Indians as well as Indian ins tu ons and organisa ons
have been displaying enormous capability in
innova ons all across the country. It is also worthwhile
to note that such innova ons are not conﬁned to the
urban centres; they are happening in rural areas and
among moderately educated persons also. One reason
could be that in order to survive in an environment full
of constraints people and organisa ons have to think
out of the box and they are compelled to innovate.
Jugaad is the Indian word that describes an improvised
solu on born out of ingenuity, cleverness and
resourcefulness. Many such innova ons have been
documented and analyzed in the book, Jugaad
Innova on.21 There need not be any doubt about India
ushering in the innova on-driven stage of economic
development. India is deﬁnitely on the threshold of this
stage. Today the challenge is how to harness this sense
of innova veness among the large number of its
people to take the country forward.

Scope of MII in the current Indian Context
What is India's compe ve advantage to push the MII mission?
Can this be sustained over a long period – at least for the next
ten years? Which of the industry sectors would be more
amenable for the MII mission?
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All along India's compe ve advantage revolved around low
manpower cost and the deprecia ng Indian Rupee. The IT
boom of the past few decades is an example to this. Over the
years increasing per capita income and rising wages have been
eroding the advantage of low wages; but this was invariably
oﬀset by the deprecia on of the Rupee. When Rupee
appreciated between 2004 and 2007 most of the IT companies
felt erosion in their proﬁtability and compe ve advantage. In
the context of MII, most of the compe ve advantage is
expected to be created out of the innova ve capabili es. In the
coming years, wages in India are expected to rise with
improving per capita income and standard of living. If the
performance of the economy improves, Indian Rupee should
appreciate. In such situa ons the only tangible basis of
sustaining the compe ve advantage would be those arising
out of our innova on capabili es. So the real challenge will be
to keep the cost of produc on low through innova ve products
and processes and through scale economies.
Knowledge sector is one of the sectors that can contribute
signiﬁcantly in the MII mission. Indian talent has made its mark
in the IT and ITES sector already. New innova ons in this sector
and sharpening the talents and skills required in the higher
echelons of this segment would help sustain India's compe ve
advantage. Business analy cs, design, anima on, digital
technology are some of the emerging areas where India can
acquire skills and sharpen its talent to the highest order. Life
sciences, bio-technology, pharmaceu cal sciences etc is
another segment where focused research would help create
newer, more aﬀordable, more eﬀec ve solu ons to health-care
problems of mankind. Focused research and educa onal eﬀorts
would enable the country achieve and sustain compe ve
advantage in these segments.
Engineering, automobiles, material science and aerospace form
another cluster where India can create and sustain compe ve
advantage. Fair amount of exper se is already available in India.
If Tata Motors can make the most economical car in the world or
if ISRO can carry out its Mars Mission for less than what the
Hollywood producers spent on making the movie 'Gravity',
there is no reason why Indian entrepreneurs, businessmen,
technologists and ancillary ﬁrms cannot meet the stringent
speciﬁca ons of global ﬁrms. India spends substan al
resources in defense procurement. Railway moderniza on is
another area of vast poten al. If the tables are turned to make
much of these in India and make India a manufacturing base for
the rest of the world on these products, there will be
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tremendous technological skill up-grada on in India besides
the impacts on employment, wealth genera on etc.
The above examples are only indica ve. Such possibili es exist
in almost every sector – tex les, garments, electronics,
chemicals, entertainment, aﬀordable housing, foodprocessing, organic vegetables etc. There is scope for the MII
mission in every sector as long as we maintain the capability of
innova on to come up with new products and processes to
cater to the ever changing needs of the society and as long as
we are able to keep the costs under control and ensure the
overall compe ve advantage.

Managerial Challenges of MII
Facilita ons required to make MII a reality have been
ar culated by various consul ng groups and professional
bodies22. Prominent among them have been scru nized to
arrive at the common ground and an a empt has been made to
build a framework of analysis. The emerging insight is outlined
in the following paragraphs.
I. Stake-holders in the MII Mission: The prime stake-holders and
their expecta ons are outlined in the next page,
Stake-holder
Govt (Central and State)

Entrepreneurs/Investors
(Foreign/ Domes c)

Employees

Vendors/Suppliers/ Ancillaries

Local Community / Popula on

Expecta ons
·
Wealth genera on
·
Employment
·
Tax revenues
·
Technology enhancement of the country
·
Proﬁtable business opportunity
·
Easy entry, easy exit
·
Hassle-free opera on
·
Autonomy in opera on
·
Gainful employment
·
Professional and career growth
·
Hassle-free employment
·
Social security
·
Proﬁtable business opportunity
·
Technological growth and up-grada on
·
Hassle-free transac ons
·
Get a share of the wealth genera on
·
Opportuni es for growth
·
Hassle-free co-existence

ii. Investors/Entrepreneurs: The core of the MII mission is to
attract investors who bring in the investible funds and
technology and initiate the business ventures. Hence it is
imperative that we look at their expectations to engage in the
business in detail. These expectations are in three dimensions –
Infrastructure, Policy matters and Ease of Doing Business.
These are further split into elements and each of them are
outlined in Table-2
Though all cri cal elements have been dealt in the table, the
most complex and cri cal element has been acquisi on of land.
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To minimize the hardships and to the entrepreneurs and the
unpleasantness to the leaders of the government the following
guidelines will be helpful
State governments should iden fy areas of
industrial townships and acquire the land well in
advance to create land banks. These could be
par ally or fully developed to a ract the
prospec ve investors. Presence of land bank
helped a ract Tata Motors to Sanand in Gujarat
while absence of land bank resulted in the
unpleasantness that Tata Motors had in West
Bengal23.
Ÿ In acquiring land, it is desirable to acquire land that
is less fer le and that is sparsely populated. This is
a lesson from the experience of Nandigram in West
Bengal.
Ÿ While there are many models of land acquisi on,
Chandrababu Naidu in Andhra Pradesh, in 2015,
has created a milestone in acquiring fer le land for
the development of the capital city of Amrava . In
this model the state made the land-owners
partners in the development and wealth-crea on
process.
Ÿ When land is given to an entrepreneur or a
company for industrial purpose, it would be
worthwhile to give the land on lease basis rather
than outright purchase. This has the following
beneﬁts: (i) The cost of land does not get added to
the cost of project, (ii) There can be a clause to take
back the land if the project does not take oﬀ in
reasonable period of me say 2 or 3 years. (iii) The
lease rentals can be structured to increase over the
years so that there is no undue burden on the
project in the ini al years.
Ÿ

The state has to keep in mind the objec ve of keeping the
overall cost to the entrepreneur/company at a low level so that
its compe veness is not jeopardized. The state has to consider
the macro-picture of the overall revenue to the state and the
economy rather than the micro-picture of the land deal in
isola on. Contrast the case where govt. of Andhra Pradesh gave
free land to Indian School of Business at Hyderabad in 1992 and
the case where Govt. of West Bengal refused to budge on the
price of land oﬀered to Infosys in 2008.
iii. Nurturing Innova on: Earlier it has been concluded that the
success of MII mission depended on the country's ability to
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sustain innova on con nuously in every sector. It has also been
stated that India is on the threshold of innova on-driven stage
of economic development and that Indian individuals,
ins tu ons and organisa ons have been innova ng
enormously. Further it has been stated that the real challenge of
taking the country
forward lay in nurturing the innova ons con nuously and thus
sustaining the country's compe veness. Every innova on is a

bright spark and it needs to be hand-held and nurtured before it
can become a tangible product or process or a business
proposal. This process of hand-holding and nurturing is the
process of incuba on.
“Incuba on is a highly unique and ﬂexible
combina on of business development processes,
infrastructure and people, designed

Table -2: Managing the Expectations of Investors/Entrepreneurs
Dimension
Infrastructure

Elements
Land

Power

Expectations
·
Fast acquisition
·
Clear title
·
Low cost to keep investment low and
ensure higher competitiveness

·
·

Water &
Drainage

·

Transport

·
·

Telecom/
Connectivity
FDI

·

Turnkey water and drainage
connection
Adequate, reliable
and appropriate
water supply.
Low to moderate price to ensure
competitiveness
Rail and highway connectivity
Presence of logistics
suppliers/facilitators.
24x7 info highway connectivity.

·

FDI cap as high as possible

Taxation

·
·
·

·

Labour Laws

·

Steady tax regime
No retrospective tax
Comparable to best investment
destinations
Should facilitate hiring and ring
easily
End of inspection raj
Standard reporting protocol

·
·

Policy Matters

·
·

Ease of Doing
Business

Turnkey power connection to start
operations quickly
Low price to have higher
competitiveness

Facilitations
·
Each state to create land bank
·
Develop industrial townships complete
with roads, power, water, connectivity
etc.
·
Give land on long-term lease at low
rent so that the overall investment
comes down enhancing the
competitiveness.
·
Create adequate power distribution
infrastructure at
every industrial
township so that connections can be
provided quickly
·
Pricing to be innovative to make it
easier on the customer initially.
·
Stagger the upfront cost
·
Same as in power

Initial Entry
&
Clearances

·
·

Clear rules and easy procedures of
entry
Speedy decision making

Administrati
ve
Environment

·
·
·

Professional, business-like approach
Customer-friendly attitude
Corruption-free environment

·

Same as above

·

Same as above

·

Benchmark with other investment
destinations and create a policy
commensurate with the country’s
needs.
Reform tax structure benchmarking
with those of faster developing
countries. Let it be futuristic
Introduce GST
Reform labour laws lock,
stock and
barrel. It is a state subject. Encourage
states to act.
Replace ‘inspection -raj’ with self
declarations and external due
diligences wherever required.
Standardize reporting protocol.
Reform the procedures
On-line applications
Time-bound clearances
Third party, independent due-diligence
where required.
Single window approach
Engage professionals, professional
agencies
Time-bound clearances
On-line applications, processing and
tracking facilities
Introduce the concept of ‘Escorts’
Introduce self
-declarations when
values are not too large. When values
are large introduce due -diligence by
third/independent parties/agencies
Time-bound, single window
clearances
Dene rules and procedures
Time-bound clearances, on
-line
applications
Professionalize banking sector.

·
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Regulatory
Environment

·

·

Inspections not desirable; other forms
of verications (due -diligence) to be
designed.
Single window clearances

·
·

·
Financial
Regulations

·
·
·
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Easy and free access to sources of
nance
Well-dened, customer -friendly rules
and procedures
Fast decisions & processes

·
·
·
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to nurture and grow new and small businesses by
s u p p o r n g t h e m t h r o u g h e a r l y sta g e s o f
development and change.” [Deﬁni on by UK
Business Incuba on]
“A Business Incubator is an organisa on that
accelerates and systema zes the process of crea ng
successful enterprises by providing them with a
comprehensive and integrated range of support,
including: incubator space, business support
services, clustering and networking opportuni es……
[and]…… a successful business incubator will
generate a steady ﬂow of bnew businesses with
above average job and wealth crea on poten al…..”
[Deﬁni on by EU Centre for Strategy and Evalua on
Services]
In the process of incuba on the entrepreneur as well
as the business is nurtured to be competent to face
the turbulent world. During this process the
incubator facilitates to provide a range of inputs
which would include the following: Technological
guidance to perfect the product and processes,
business modeling to arrive at a tangible business
proposal, market evalua on and planning,
commercial and legal aspects of the business,
organisa onal aspects of the business, funding the
project all through its stages etc. In order to support
the innova on process, it becomes necessary to
create large number of business incubators in the
country. In USA and in Israel the business incubators
have contributed signiﬁcantly to the nurturing of
innova ve ideas27. In India this is in a nascent stage
and the following cri cal challenges are observed:
a. Technological aspects: Most of the technological
products require elaborate technological development
before they can be put into the market. For instance any
chemical product will have to be developed ini ally at
lab scale; then it is produced in a pilot plant and later at
commercial scale. The product so developed will have
to be tested for its performance at every stage. If it is a
pharma product then the stages of trials are many:
tested on animals, then clinical trials and only then can
it go for test marke ng. In the case engineering
products proto-types have to be made ﬁrst, then
performance is to be tested through ﬁeld trials, then
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samples are given to customers to try out. Only if they
are accepted does the product go for test marke ng.
The me required for this process is quite long and the
conven onal banking system would not oﬀer any
ﬁnancial assistance at this stage. The entrepreneur has
to depend on himself, or ﬁnd an angel investor and seek
a research grant. The path is never smooth. This is a
major challenge being faced by the mentors and
incubators.
b. Structuring of projects (Business Modeling): Most of
the innova ve ideas emerge from scien sts and
technologists. Before these ideas become tangible
products, they require fair amount of commercial,
legal, ﬁnancial, marke ng and strategic inputs. So it is
necessary that these ideas (and the innovators) are
mentored by persons who are well-versed in all the
aspects of business. To ﬁnd persons who are wellversed in all the aspects of business is really a big
challenge before the incubator. Very o en they engage
a team of experts to complement the inputs and help
build the enterprise. In any case structuring the project
is very crucial aspect and hence a major challenge
before the incubator.
c. Sourcing ﬁnance for the start-ups: In the current
context the innovator and his/her business en ty has to
rely on own resources primarily. There are research
grants available from GOI sources, but if an innovator
waits for the grants to be available before the
commencement of his/her venture, the venture will be
a non-starter. This situa on can be salvaged if only
there are ample business innovators across the country
and they are endowed with adequate funds to support
innovators and innova ve business ventures.
d. Accelera ng the SMEs: Among the SMEs there is a
signiﬁcant percentage struggling to grow up or even to
survive. They are deﬁcient in many resources including
funds. In the present context they do not get diagnosed
for their problems. Many can be rehabilitated with
proper care and mentoring while some are beyond
redemp on. The banking system is not designed for
this diagnosis either because they are not equipped or
because their primary concern with the NPAs does not
permit them to rehabilitate the poorly performing
SMEs. This is an area the business incubators
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could make signiﬁcant contribu on and li many of the
SMEs from the sub-op mal opera ons. Today an
ins tu onal structure to enable such an accelera on
process is conspicuous by its absence.

services of M/s Dastur & Co P Ltd, Kolkata, Voest Alpine Germany and
MECON, the public sector metallurgical consultant aﬃliated to SAIL. The plant
was purchased on 'as is where is' from Germany at a price of DM26 million;
the company had contracted to incur another DM20.75 million in
dismantling, shipping and commissioning the plant at site make the total

Conclusion

investment on the plant to DM46.75 million. It also had contracted Larsen &

Mission 'Make-in-India” is a well thought out program, very
mely because India is on the threshold of the innova ondriven stage of economic development; it has tremendous
poten al to take India forward to a $ 5 trillion or $ 8 trillion
economy. But the challenges to make the mission a reality are
enormous, but not insurmountable if worked upon
systema cally.

Toubro Ltd in the erec on and commissioning of the plant.
9.Arvind Mills Ltd is listed as prominent customer of second-hand/used
machinery at the site of Vardhman Trading Corpora on.
h p://www.vtctex le.com/
10. Even today Govt of India allows import of second-hand machinery. For
the latest guidelines the reader is directed to the following document.
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Book Review
Frugal Innova on: How to Do Be er with Less
Authors: Navi Radjou & Jaideep Prabhu
Publishers: Hatche e India (on behalf of The Economist, London), 2015
Reviewed By: Tejas Shah | tejasmgmt27@gmail.com

This book explores the DNA of innova on in a world becoming
increasingly aware of the existen alist predicament of mother
earth through reckless exploita on of its natural resources. The
research, carried out through a series of case studies, has
conjured up a set of six principles that govern the frugal
innova on paradigm. These principles can be the basic building
blocks in encouraging innova on in any organiza on; this is
perhaps the most signiﬁcant contribu on of this book.
The authors argue that signiﬁcant macro-changes have been
pressurizing the developed world to re-view its resourceintensive life-styles and produc on-processes to innovate bestin-class, aﬀordable, sustainable and high-quality products and
services with the use of minimal resources in less me. The ﬁrst
principle of frugal innova on is 'engage and iterate.' This call for
the researchers to rush out of their ivory towers to observe the
customer-behavior in the natural environment to be able to
create products and services that caters to the speciﬁc needs of
the customers. The second principle is 'ﬂex your assets' where
the focus is to deliver more value to the customers through the
use of modern technologies and gadgets (Examples cited are
robo cs, 3-D prin ng, social manufacturing etc.). This principle
also envisages more output from the manpower by leveraging
on technological gadgets as well as making the organiza on
more simple and agile. The third principle is 'crea ng
sustainable solu ons' where the focus is on recycling of
materials, and crea ng waste-free products. The fourth
principle is 'shaping customer behavior' where the emphasis is
on insights to customize products and services through
experien al approach as also on posi oning the outputs of
frugal innova on to enhance brand loyalty and market share
that results in the consumers feeling richer while consuming
less. The ﬁ h principle is 'Co-create with prosumers'; here the
emphasis is enhancing consumer engagement and brand
aﬃnity through co-crea ng value for all. It describes how co-
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crea on and crowd-sourcing can help harness the collec ve
wisdom and skills of consumer communi es that require a
dras c shi in mindset from research and marke ng. The sixth
principle, 'making innova ve friends,' deals with networking.
Enterprises need to collaborate with value-chain partners to
develop frugal products, services and business models more
eﬃciently. The authors emphasize the need for an appropriate
culture to foster frugal innova on; they have listed some ps in
this direc on also.
The strength of the book is that it is based on a large number of
case-studies; it enhances the authen city of the discourse.
However almost all the cases are from the ﬁrst world. This has a
limita on: the book is deﬁcient in capturing the ground reality
of the third world. In the ﬁrst world, the necessity for conserving
the resources and the necessity to innovate products and
processes of low-resources-intensity are triggered on moral and
intellectual grounds. For most of the MNCs, frugal innova on is
a means towards compe veness; not necessarily a means of
survival. In the third world, on the contrary, resource crunch is
far more severe and hence the need to develop products and
processes of low-resource-intensity is an existen al necessity.
This fundamental diﬀerence makes the search for frugal
innova on much more essen al in the third world. This aspect
does not seem to have captured a en on of the authors.
The development of the ﬁrst world is the result of the industrial
revolu on that happened in the second half of the second
millennium. As front-runners of development they never
experienced shortage of resources. The oil-crisis of 1973 was
perhaps was the ﬁrst jolt to this paradigm. This can be seen as
one of the major landmarks in the process of 'power-shi ' that
Toﬄer1 has predicted. Predic ons of the Club of Rome2 had also
sounded the warning bells on the reckless exploita on of the
earth's resources. All these factors have created some modest
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compe ve pressures on the developed countries and the
MNCs to innovate more 'acceptable' products. The focus of this
book has been on this aspect.

readable. The only point to be added is that the domain of frugal
innova on is incomplete without the innova ons happening in
the third world.

The predicament of the third world has been quite diﬀerent and
dis nct. These economies could not aﬀord most of the
products, processes and technologies that the developed
countries had developed. So they had to explore innova ons to
create products that are acceptable to their context. Many of
the industries in India (Paper, Tex les and process industries)
are built on the strength of machinery discarded by the west.
Import of second-hand machinery and extending their life were
common in these sectors. Don't these qualify to be termed as
frugal innova on? The authors men on about an economy car
being built in Eastern Europe and marketed, by Renault, at a
price less than US$ 6000. Tata Motors developed and put in
market a car that was priced at about US$ 2000 in 20093. More
than just the cost reduc on, it is a classic example of
innova ons in design, manufacturing and ﬁnancing. 'Jaipur
foot'4 is another example of frugal innova on. Aravind Eye
Hospital5 has been conceptualized and nurtured to provide
aﬀordable eye-care to the teeming millions of poor and semiliterate people of India. There cannot be a be er example for
the concept of 4-As propounded by Jagdish Sheth6. Grameen
Bank is another example of innova on by Prof Mohamad Yunus7
in Bangladesh to provide banking (micro-ﬁnance) facili es and
livelihood to the bo om-most level of the popula on who were
otherwise untouched by most of developmental ini a ves.
Vijay Govindrajan coined the concept of 'Reverse Innova on'
for crea ng innova ve products in the underdeveloped world
and expor ng them to the developed world8. Last year India
spent $74 million on Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM) compared to
the NASA's spend of $671 million on its Maven Project9. Was not
this a case of frugal innova on on a global scale?

End Notes:

Many more such examples of frugal innova on can be cited in
the third world, if only the authors had shi ed their focus
appropriately. The alchemy and DNA of these innova ons are
most likely to be dis nct from what the authors have captured
through their research. In short, the book represents the
perspec ve of frugal innova on from the developed world. The
perspec ve of the underdeveloped world remains to be
captured by the authors.
These observa ons should not be treated as beli ling the
eﬀorts of the authors. The book is well endowed with structure,
style and content; rich in its research ﬁndings; above all very
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1. Alvin Toﬄer (1980): Power shi , Bantam Press
2. Donella Meadows et al (1972): The Limits to Growth. A Report on The Club of Rome's
project on the predicament of mankind. Universe Books, New York. The project
commissioned by the Club of Rome and funded by Volkswagen Founda on explored the
sustainability of the earth through computer simula on. Five variables were examined
namely world popula on, industrializa on, pollu on, food produc on and resource
deple on. The report concluded that if the present trend con nued the world wouldcome
to a stage of collapse in less than a century. The report has been cri cized heavily for its
deﬁciencies. The report was revisited a er 30 years only to ﬁnd that warning signal served
by the original report had not resulted in any signiﬁcant change in the life-style of the
people of the earth nor its resource deple on. See h p://www.greatchange.org/ovsimmons,club_of_rome_revisted.pdf
3. Tata Motors Ltd, launched the Tata-Nano car in 2009 at a price tag of INR 100,000 (less
than US$ 2000 at prevailing exchange rates) as an aﬀordable city car for the burgeoning
middle-class of India. Despite the euphoria of making it aﬀordable at the unbelievable
price-tag, the product did not become an instant success. The company reworked on the
product and has come with a product in 2015 with be er features and be er aesthe cs at a
price-tag of INR 210,000 to INR 300,000 (US$ 3500 to US$5000 at prevailing exchange-rate)
which should s ll be the envy of the world.
4. Jaipur Foot: A prosthe c foot in the US (SACH foot) averages $8000. The Jaipur Foot is
customized to the ac ve life of the poor in India and costs only $30. See (a) Jaipur Foot
Challenging Conven on. A report prepared by Sco Macke, Ruchi Mishra and Ajay
Sharma under the supervision of C K Prahlad. The University of Michigan Business
School, 2003.
h p://www.bus.umich.edu/FacultyResearch/ResearchCenters/ProgramsPartnerships/ITChampions/JaipurFoot.pdf and (b) A P Arya et al (1995): A biomedical comparison of
the SACH, Sea le and Jaipur feet using ground reac on forces. Prosthe cs and Ortho cs
Interna onal, 1995, 19, 37-45. www.oandplibrary.org/poi/pdf/1995_01_037.pdf
5. Aravind Eye Hospitals is a chain of aﬀordable hospitals with corporate oﬃce at
Madurai, India. This chain is the result of the modest ini a ve of Dr G Venkataswamy, a
re red eye-surgeon from government service with the mo o of eradica ng cataract
from among the poor people of India. Till 2012, it has treated 32 million pa ents and
carried out 4 million surgeries, most of them at extremely low charges or for free. This
has made the en ty the most eﬀec ve eye-care provider of the world. The chain also
runs a facility for making IOLs (Intra Ocular Lens) which has emerged the largest such
facility in the world. Many case-studies have been wri en on Aravind Eye-Hospital See
Joe Tidd, John Bessant and Keith Pavi : Aravind eye Clinics.
h p://218.248.31.202/librarymain/ﬁles/casestudies/AravindEyeClinics.pdf
6. Jagdish Sheth & Rajendra Sisodia (2006) : 4 A's of Marke ng; Crea ng Values for
Customers, Company and Society. Routledge,
7. Michael J Papa, Arvind Singhal, Wendy S Papa (2006): Organizing for Social Change; a
Dielec c Journey of Theory and Praxis. Sage Publica ons.
8. Vijay Govindaran and Chris Temble: Reverse Innova on: Create far from Home, Win
Everywhere. www.s4.amazonaws.com/ebsp/pdf/reversedinnova ono.pdf
9. Mars Orbiter Mission of India, in 2013-14 was a $74 million project. At about the same
me NASA's Maven Project had costed $671 million. Prime Minister Modi stated that
India spent less than what the Hollywood producers had spent ($100 million) on the
movie'Gravity'. h p://blogs.wsj.com/indiareal me/2014/09/23/how-india-mountedthe-worlds-cheapest-mission-to-mars/
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Crea vity, Inc.
Authors: Ed Catmull with Amy Wallace
Publishers: Bantam Press, 2014
Reviewed By: Yasmeen Pathan | yasmeenpathan@hotmail.com
The book “Crea vity, Inc.” is a documenta on of the intellectual
experiences of the author Ed Catmull over the four decades of
his career in building Pixar Anima on and Disney Anima on
who were on the forefront of knowledge era. What should have
ended up as an autobiography has turned out to be a chronicle
of the author's evolu on into a crea ve explorer. The author's
acute power of observa on, intricate sense of analysis and style
of narra on has li ed the book from a mundane diary of an
execu ve to a profound trea se on the alchemy of crea ng and
sustaining knowledge organisa ons in a turbulent
environment. As a result the book would command a en on
more from the inquisi ve researchers and philosophers than
just a student of anima on.
The book is structured into four parts. The First Part, like the
Book of Origin, describes Ed's journey through childhood, how
he grew up watching Disney Stories, his sojourn at University of
Utah from gradua on in Physics and Computer Science to Ph.D.
Ed fondly remembers how Professor Ivan Sutherland, one of the
pioneers of interac ve computer graphics, inspired and taught
him a new way to animate, not with a pencil but with a
Computer. Ed describes the baby steps he took in making his
ﬁrst short animated ﬁlm, in 1972, a digi zed model of his le
hand. It is at this stage that Ed perceived Einstein and Disney as
two extreme poles of crea vity. Einstein explained what already
existed, while Disney invented the new - both ar s cally and
technologically. Ed says, Anima on is not just movement; it is
movement plus emo ons with lot more emphasis on the la er.
Ed's ﬁrst job (1974) was at New York Ins tute of Technology as
Manager with Alex Schure as his boss. In 1979, George Lucas,
writer-director of Star Wars reached out and hired Ed into
Lucasﬁm because he wanted someone who loved ﬁlm and knew
computers. Soon John Lasseter from Disney also joined the
team and together they founded Pixar within Lucasﬁm. Later, in
1986, when Lucasﬁlm was going through a rough patch, Steve
Jobs came in with a deal to buy out Pixar from Lucasﬁm. Ed was
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made the president of the new company. Thus began Ed's
interac ons with Steve Jobs. He describes Steve as hard
charging, asser ve, dismissive, condescending, threatening,
relentless and even bullying. Since Pixar was not doing well
Steve Jobs kept trying to sell it oﬀ. In 1991, Pixar signed a
contract with Disney to make three movies. This was the break
that Pixar was wai ng for. The Idea of Toy Story was born. Toy
Story was released in 1995 and was an instant success.
Immediately Pixar went public to record as the biggest IPO of
1995 raising $140 millions.
Each Pixar movies - Toy Story (1995), A Bug's Life (1998), Toy
Story 2 (1999), Monsters Inc. (2001), Finding Nemo (2003), The
Incredibles (2004), Ratatouille (2007), Walle E (2008), Up
(2009), Toy Story 3 (2010), Brave (2012), Monsters University
(2013) and Inside Out (2015) - was a synthesis of Art and
Technology. Despite all the innova ons the team did not let
technology overwhelm their real purpose of making a great
ﬁlm. The team always gave more priority to “Storyline” over the
urge to produce a ﬁlm; indirectly it meant priority to crea vity.
Ed states that story is made by ideas and ideas are generated by
people. The key to success is ge ng the right people in place.
This is the challenge all leaders and ins tu on builders have
been addressing all along. The diﬀerence between great leaders
and leaders is that the former nurture and inspire their team to
rise to the challenging tasks at hand. There is also a descrip on
of Steve Jobs Building, the structure that housed Pixar, as a
model of self expression. Ed goes on to say the need to design
the eco-system to encourage and inspire people to mingle,
meet and communicate.
The Second Part is about crea ng new ideas. Ed describes this in
ﬁve dimensions: The ﬁrst of these is crea ng ideas – at Pixar this
was primarily carried out through the Braintrust consis ng of
John Lasseter, Andrew Stanton, Pete Docter, Lee Unkrich and
Joe Ranﬁt. They acted as mentors in nurturing and reviewing
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new ideas. The second dimension is about managing Fear and
Failure. While Pixar tried to allay fear of its members through
trials and mentoring, the author argues that in crea ve pursuits
one has to learn to live with some amount of failure. The third
dimension is the result of ins tu onaliza on: When ac vi es
are ins tu onalized, the economics of opera on demands
certain level of volume for sustenance. This pressure leads to
compromises on quality. The author compares the organisa on
in such a state to a 'hungry beast' and the resul ng outputs to
'ugly children'. The process of crea on is akin to metamorphosis
through which the product has to be nurtured to its full
poten al. At Pixar, they always gave higher priority to values and
ethics than to quan ta ve goals.
The fourth dimension is change and randomness. Ed argues that
change is always desirable as it brings in a breath of fresh air.
Change unse les the exis ng paradigm and iner a of comforts;
hence it is always dreaded. Steve and Ed had decided in 2006 to
sell Pixar to Disney because they needed to bring in change and
freshness. This brought in signiﬁcant changes in focus and
approach of Pixar; but the en re theme in all endeavors
remained 'an experience of life'. Randomness brings in the
element of uncertainty or unknown and addressing
randomness triggers inspira on and originality. Ed also
discusses the mathema cal concepts that explains the
randomness: the principle of linearity, the bell curve of normal
distribu on and the stochas c self-similarity.
The ﬁ h is the 'Hidden' dimension. Many things remain hidden
to us for one or more of the following reasons: (i) The posi on
held by you – juniors may not like to share unpleasant things
with you. (ii) Complexi es of the situa on create barriers to
transparency in understanding. Openness is necessary to move
forward and it can happen only in a culture that is ready to
accept its own blind spots. One's past experience should help
him open new doors and new paths; not scare him of the
unknown. In our daily life we rarely see beyond 40 % and it is our
past experience that conjures up the picture. We need to be
aware of the risk that our percep on may be far from reality. Ed
argues that the movie that one plans to make is a bridge
between the known and the unknown. One's experience,
people and the processes are the known; the unknown is
unseen and uncreated.
Part Three is about 'Building and Sustaining'. Ed cites four ideas
in this direc on. First, our percep ons are decep ve. Second,
we do not see the diﬀerence between exis ng and the new
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informa on coming from outside. We tend to treat them at par
and draw conclusions. We make our own interpreta ons and
remain inﬂexible. People working together create a shared
world view. In a way this is good: people tend to be cohesive. But
it has its own down side: such persons and groups develop 'frogin-the-well' a tude. Hence the need for change and infusion of
new talents. At Pixar, Ed and his team engaged a strategy to
break this mental logjam. It consisted of solving problems
together, integra ng technology and art, carrying out short
experiments, frequent non-threatening reviews and con nuing
to learn. Ed believed that copying or imita ng was just cra
without art; something which one is ought to know. Art is using
cra to go beyond the known. Good creators, ar sts and
managers do not dictate; they reach out, listen, wrangle, coax
and cajole the team towards the goal.
Part Four is about Ed's personal experience of implemen ng
whatever he knew or learned. The decision to merge Pixar
anima on with Disney Anima on came as a shock to the team
members of Pixar. This part describes how the transi on was
carried out smoothly. Ed started with the premise that the
primary challenge of the merger was how to make a sustainable
crea ve environment. Disney Anima on was observed to be,
according to Ed, a more mechanis c organisa on. The
descrip on revolves around making it a humane and vibrant
organisa on.
Growth brought in a new range of challenges. Opera ng costs
were rising. The style of working was undergoing subtle changes
impac ng the economies of opera on in the opposite direc on.
External environment - market – was undergoing fast and
tremendous changes triggered by technology and compe on.
Customer expecta ons – again triggered by technology and
compe on- were changing very fast. Ideas, the founda on on
which Ed had built the organisa on, could come from anywhere
and anyone. So the challenge of managing a knowledge
organisa on is about organizing the nurturing of ideas from
within as well as from outside the organiza on.
The book is an eloquent trea se on ins tu on building in the
knowledge era. Toﬄer predicted the era as the age of
enlightenment. Porter called it the innova on-driven stage of
economic development. In this stage the compe ve asset of
organisa ons and economies is invariably the capability to
innovate. The capability to innovate can be nurtured in
organisa ons only by building and sustaining crea ve eco systems. Ed's experiments have been precisely in this
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direc on. The book is recommended for all those who are
involved in building organisa ons, whether in the corporate
sector or in the academic environment. With increasing focus

on knowledge the diﬀerence between the two sectors is only
bound to diminish.
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